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Executive Summary  

Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Council have commissioned a market evaluation and demand study into 

the provision of business start-up, incubator and grow on business space within their districts.  With 

specific focus on the number nature and demand for commercial floor space.  The study seeks to answer 
the following questions:  

• Where are business premises located  

• Are these in sector clusters  

• Who own’s/operates these spaces  

• What are the current costs  

• Are they full or vacant  

• What does any new space look and feel like  

• What are the priorities for new space  

• Are there any gaps in the current provision  

  

The existing business landscape shows that in 2018 there were 4100 active business in Babergh and 4840 

in Mid Suffolk.  The majority of these business are SME’s, in particular micro businesses, at 89.54%, 

which is largely the same as Suffolk and English statistics.  The differences with the English statistics is 

in the breakdown of the business sectors, with both the districts having a higher proportion in the 

Agricultural, Forestry and Fishing sector, at 4 times the English average.  In contrast the number of 

businesses in the ICT sector is much lower than the English average.  Other commissioned reports have 

discussed the cross-cutting nature of ICT in that it sits within other business sectors, such as agri -tech.  

The sector categorisation is identified as restrictive and does not reflect the changing sectors and 

emerging industries.  It also suggests a piece of work around aspirations of businesses to identify with 
growth sectors and access support and high growth opportunities.  

  

Data on the sales and leases over the past 5 years was analysed for both Districts.  In terms of location 

of premises, for Babergh the leased over the past five years shows a distribution of properties across 

the county.  There are concentrations in towns like Hadleigh and Sudbury, but a strong influence on the 

outskirts of Ipswich as well as smaller business centres in villages across the District.  In the Mid Suffolk 

District, the properties are dispersed in a different pattern, they are located around the distribution 

routes of the A14, A143 and A140.  There are fewer premises located in the more rural locations.  There 

are opportunities to utilise other network links, such as the A12 and also have greater synergy with areas 
of large housing development and economic locations.  

  

Within Babergh the size of properties that have been Let in the last 5 years is spread across the different 

size categories used for the analysis, with the concentration at the smaller size reflecting the micro and 

small nature of businesses in the District.  For the district of Mid Suffolk, there were a greater number 

of premises let in the 1501 – 2500 sq. ft category, but the location shows that there is a lack of premises 

between 501 – 2500 q ft in Stowmarket, where you would expect a greater need to support the SME’s 

located in the region.  As with the Babergh data, the premises located on the outskirts of Ipswich 

influence the data.  

  

There is more limited data on the properties sold in the Districts.  This is restricted by the actual number 

of sales.  It is more confused by where the data is available it shows a number of properties than have 

been leased back to the current occupier or are re-sales of a portfolio of properties.  We see that 

properties that have been sold are located on the outskirts of Ipswich and Sudbury, for Babergh, for Mid 
Suffolk these are on the outskirts of Ipswich, Stowmarket, Outskirts of Diss, Eye and Bury St Edmunds.  

  

Within the sold data there have been no properties in the last 5 years sold in the 1001 – 1500 sq. ft 

bracket for Mid Suffolk, which correspondence to the limited number of properties to lease in this 

category.  

  

Interviews with local agents were held to understand where they see needs and what are the 

requirements of those leasing or undertaking speculative developments.  Within these discussions some 

of the key points raised where on the land and build costs vs the income.  This meant that returns on 
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investment often don’t stack up, which in turn has led to little speculative build since 2007.   It does 

suggest that there is pent up demand, and the small amount of this new build is possibly a result of this.  

However, generally there isn’t sufficient office or industrial space, which means that people are 

compromising and taking poorer quality secondhand premises, when the preference would be for new 

or high quality premises.  There has been proven success where LEP or Local Authorities have enabled 

some elements of development and it was suggested there was a role for the districts as an enabler.  

   
The influences of transport and logistics are a major influence with locations along the A14 and proximity 

to Bury and Ipswich being key.  However, whilst there is development on the outskirts of these areas 

and it is popular, should similar sites be offered in Bury the costs are so marginal that businesses could 
be drawn to these locations.  

   
The key area of existing speculative development identified in the interviews was is in the 1000 – 3000 

sq. ft small industrial spaces and that these size units remain popular.  The suggestion is that if more of 

these became available, without flooding the market, then business would move to these and create a 

churn in the smaller end of the market.  Sites around the Tesco’s site of Stowmarket have proved 

popular, with new larger developments perhaps assisting with the initial infrastructure costs to make 

these more viable.  But there is caution that if large occupiers, such as Bosch and PPG, were to vacate 

a town that this would have a significant impact on the surrounding business.  This is similar for Hadleigh 

and the likes of Celotex.  The letting and sales data showed that optimum rental values sat up to the 
5000 sq. ft bracket, which correlated with the market intelligence.  

   
On the planning front some initial comments are that the need is for mixed size units in new estates to 

attract a range of occupants, but also for more flexibility in the planning designations, beyond B1, B2 

and B8.  There are often enquiries from leisure type businesses and retail/trade counters which want to 

be located in these sites.  This mix also prevents long voids making it more attractive for investment.   

The case studies demonstrated that the most vibrant and full site had a mix of tenant types and in a 

range of sizes supporting the ability for businesses to grow within one location.  

   

Incubator type spaces always remain popular, but the high turnover and management costs make it 

difficult to sell as an investment opportunity due to the long ROI.  However, these spaces remain 

essential as a means to introduce businesses to their own space and their growth journey.  Within this 

is the need for collaboration and networking as these relationships support the high growth enterprises 

throughout their business life cycle and stages of growth.  Research and previous projects identify a role 

for public sector investment, but with caution as this can create barriers to access and use.  There is a 

role for investment, but more of a secret hand.  There are some incubator and serviced office space 
across Suffolk, but this is very limited in both Babergh and Mid Suffolk.    

  

A review of the current land allocations for employment developments was undertaken, this used the 

data available within the 2019 SHELAA.  The sites identified for development were generally linked to 

the good strategic road links and mapped with where premises have been sold or leased or are currently 

available.  Concentrating on the town locations that currently prove popular.  However, the size of sites 

varies across the districts.  Mid Suffolk has nearly double the number of sites identified for development 

but occupy a total area of 369.18 ha.  This is compared to the 296.22 ha in Babergh, but only in 17 

locations.  The indication here is that the land allocations in Mid Suffolk are more suitable to the smaller 

speculative sites mixed unit size, identified as popular.  However, land values and the pressure on 

housing are seeing these allocations eroded.  There seems to be little importance placed on wider 

policies that with new homes comes the need for places for employment.  This erosion is also 

accelerated by the apparent slowness for employment sites coming to fruition.  Often despite being 

identified as a 0-5 year period to be developed, 10 years later these sites remain undeveloped, 

enhancing the support for these to become residential allocations.  With key areas of housing in areas 

like Hadliegh, Sproughton, Sudbury (and its surrounding areas), Stowupland and Stowmarket, there is a 

need to provide work spaces, but an opportunity to capitalise on the work/life balance that attracts 
many to these areas.  
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The known sizes of business and the responses to questionnaires indicated an ongoing desire to work 

from home and for space that suits micro business.  Where this space is in an office location the space 

needs to be flexible given the breadth of business types that exist across the region and the demand 

indicated by agents.  This flexibility is also attractive to investors as it reduces the risk of void periods 

and increases the return on investment. This space suits more traditional business, but not necessarily 

the high growth enterprises that will raise aspirations and drive larger economic growth.  This is where 
the more supported and collaboration spaces are required, but with additional costs.  

  

The needs and demand analysis identified that business are looking for places that have vibrance and a 

community, this is irrespective of sector or growth potential.  This is a space where businesses can meet 

and interact, this may be as simple as a café space, but it creates a community to share issues, 

successes, as well as serendipitous interactions that form collaborations and innovation.  For high growth 

enterprise in the emerging sectors, this need for a network and collaboration exists, as well as the 

ability to progress through spaces.  The size of these spaces from research and let/sales data doesn’t 

appear to go much above 4000 sq. ft, starting at hot desk type space to self-contained units.  These 

spaces need to have an active business support role to foster the business community and vibrance, but 

to also give advice and act as the conduit to other business opportunities.  Where discussion are 

happening about the business successes and stories shared, this acts a tool to inspire, innovate and raise 

aspirations in an area, driving economic growth.  
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1.0 Introduction and Background  

Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Council seek to commission a market evaluation and demand study into 

the provision of business start-up, incubator and grow on business space within their districts. With 

specific focus on the number nature and demand for commercial floor space.  The study will take into 
consideration desktop and qualitative output, peppered with case study illustrations.   

  

This study will then be used to influence a further economic strategy on the needs for business in the 

Babergh and Mid Suffolk areas, and whether additional and different workspaces would support 

economic development in these areas.  

  

This is done through analysis of existing provision and then research into future business needs. The 
report will identify the following:  

  

• Where are business premises located  

• Are these in sector clusters  

• Who own’s/operates these spaces  

• What are the current costs  

• Are they full or vacant  

• What does any new space look and feel like  

• What are the priorities for new space  

• Are there any gaps in the current provision  

  

Through a mix of market research and questionnaires this report will look to answer those questions and 

supply the supporting information to identify the current supply and demand, along with the future 

requirements, influencing future strategies.  The purpose of the report is to give the evidence base, not 

the solutions and next steps.  

1.1  About Authors  
  

MENTA was established in 1984 and supports start-up, emerging and established businesses located in 

the Eastern Region. Based in Suffolk, MENTA is a multi-award-winning, not-for-profit organisation, 

working to ensure that both start-ups and established micro businesses, small businesses, limited 

companies and their staff have access to the affordable advice, skills and knowledge they require to 

maintain their competitive edge and to grow. This ensures that the Eastern Region prospers and 

continues to be a great place to live and work.  

  

MENTA has a history of successfully supporting the SME marketplace including both Private and Public 

Sectors and VCS organisations, providing business advice and support to over 35,000 businesses. Menta 

is also renowned for the properties that is owns and manages, and the SME communities that it creates 
within its managed workspace.   

  

     
2.0 Project Definition   

2.1  Project Objectives  
  

The purpose of the research is to provide a fresh set of information on the existing business premises in 

the Babergh and Mid Suffolk areas.  Identifying where these premises are located, the types of 

properties, the businesses that occupy them and the costs associated with ownership or leasing.  

Research will also be undertaken to understand whether current provision suits business needs and 

where there are gaps in the market.   

2.2  Project Scope - Methodology  
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In order to provide the evidence to support the supply and demands study the following approach will 
be utilised:  

• Desktop research of premises currently vacant and for lease/purchase  

• Desktop research of previous transactions covering size and type of premises as well as the 

charges.  Where available we will identify the lease terms and occupation.  This will cover data 
from the past 5 years of transactions.  

• Questionnaires with business owners and interviews with commercial agents to identify future 
needs and barriers to growth  

• Case studies to sit along side research and outcomes/recommendations.  Including any examples 
of best practice.  

  

This data will then be cross checked with existing research and strategies to identify the areas where 

gaps in provision exist.  This gap analysis will then be used in further projects to identify an economic 
strategy for business premises and growth in the Babergh and Mid Suffolk areas.  

  

There have been a number of reports and research projects undertaken prior to this report that look at 

employment and sector specific needs, these include reports instructed by Babergh and Mid Suffolk 

District Councils, New Anglia LEP and Suffolk County Council.  This report will draw on these as part of 
the evidence base but will not seek to replicate the information identified or researched.  

2.3  Key Questions  
As identified in the introduction there are a number of key questions that Babergh and Mid Suffolk 

District Councils need answered.  The research and data within this report will assist with the evidence 

base to answer these questions.  The key questions are:  

  

• Where are business premises located  

• Where is the current start up, incubator and grow on space  

• Are these in sector clusters  

• Who own’s/operates these spaces  

• What are the current costs  

• Are they full or vacant  

• What does any new space look and feel like  

• What are the priorities for new space  

• Are there any gaps in the current provision  

2.4  Exclusions  
  

The project is limited to the areas of Babergh and Mid Suffolk.  However, there is an area of Babergh 

that is located on the outskirts of Ipswich, this includes the Sproughton Enterprise Zone (also known as 

the Eastern Gateway).  Therefore, as part of the research with business we have included the outskirts 

of Ipswich as a location and are interested to see if this has an influence on the business needs.  

  

  

2.5  Constraints and Limitations  
  

The report uses primary (business questionnaires) and secondary (lease and sold property records) data, 

as well as quantitative and qualitative analysis within the report.  There are a number of factors and 

drivers that influence these data sets and outcomes, as well as sources for the secondary data.  We have 

therefore set out within the sections the sources of the data and where possible used the latest data 

available.  Where secondary sources have been used and identified their source of data has not been 

checked and verified.  

  

The information of existing leases and costs will be limited to that which is publicised and available.  

Where business have been in the same property for a long duration of time this historic data will not be 

available.  The report has to be presented by the end of September 2019, which will limit the window 
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where we will undertake questionnaires.  Therefore, what will be presented on these responses and also 
the current availability of premises is a snapshot at the time of the report.  

  

The collection of existing data is in a window of the 19th and 29th August 2019, so provides a snapshot in 
time and general trends and patterns.  

  

The current available data for lets and sales has been collected from Co Star, Right Move and Estates 

Gazette.  

2.6  Interfaces  
  

As previously identified, there are a number of existing studies and research that exist for these two 

areas and the region.  This report will draw from these and also identify cross cutting themes where 
appropriate.  These reports include, but are not limited to:  

  

• Stowmarket Technology Hub Feasibility Study  

• Delphi Centre Sudbury – Development Options Appraisal  

• Babergh and Mid Suffolk Local Plan: Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 
(SHELAA) July 2019  

• Ipswich and Waveney Economic Areas: Employment Land Needs Assessment March 2016  

• Ipswich Economic Area Sector Needs Assessment: Final Report September 2017  

• New Anglia LEP Delivery Plan 2019 – 2020  

• New Anglia LEP Economic Strategy for Norfolk and Suffolk  

• New Anglia LEP Economic Strategy Evidence Report  

  

     

3.0 Supply and Demand  

3.1  Current Demographic and Business Make Up  
  

Babergh is reported as having 4,100 active business in 2018, the majority of these are micro business 
that employ less than 10 people (Figure 3.1)  

  

  
Figure 3.1: Business by Employment Size in Babergh (Suffolkobservatory.info)  
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These businesses are identified as being in the sectors as shown in Figure 3.3.  It is important to also 

understand the business survival rate in order to firstly benchmark against regional and English averages, 

but as part of the next phase of work identify any programmes of support that could be introduced.  

Figure 3.4 shows the business survival rate for 1-5 years in the Babergh Region.  The figures for Babergh 
are broadly the same for across Suffolk and England.  

  

  
Figure 3.2: Business by Employment Size in Mid Suffolk (Suffolkobservatory.info)  

  

Mid Suffolk is reported has having 4,840 active businesses in 2018, (Figure 3.2) as with the Babergh 

statistics in Figure 3.1, the majority of these are micro business.  The same set of statistics for Mid 

Suffolk, showing business by employment size, sector breakdown and survival rates are shown in Figures 

3.2, 3.5 and 3.6.   

  

Across the two districts, there are a total of 8,940 business, of this 8,005 (89.54%) are micro business.  

Which is broadly consistent with the Suffolk and English breakdowns of business types.  This data records 

those businesses that are VAT registered or have PAYE.  Therefore, a sole trader with a turnover under 
£80k would not be picked up in this data.  

  

The differences with national statistics comes with the breakdown of business sector.  Figure 3.7 takes 
the values in Figures 3.3 and 3.5 and compares them to regional and national breakdown by sector.  

  

There is one sector within Babergh and Mid Suffolk that has a greater concentration of businesses than 

the Suffolk average, Agriculture, forestry and fishing.  This figure is 4 times the England breakdown, 

which is as expected for the rural location of the two districts.  There are marginal increases for 

construction in the two regions, this is similar to motor trades.  There are lower than regional and 

English figures for transport and storage.  This may be due to the higher concentration in port areas of 

Ipswich and Felixstowe but given the transport links in both areas this is surprising and a possible 

opportunity for growth.    

  

ICT sits below the English figures but is broadly in line with the Suffolk figures across the two regions.   

The digital and creative ICT sector is one previously identified in the NALEP Economic Strategy Evidence 

Report as a sector for growth.  This is identified within the NALEP evidence base as a sector that cuts 

across a number of other areas, such as agriculture, food and drink, life sciences and biotech, energy 

and cleantech, and finance and insurance.  Therefore, whilst the values in Figure 3.7 for ICT appear 

lower, it is assumed that much of this area is hidden and embedded in other sectors.  The issue with the 

ONS data is that the sector codes don’t marry with the NALEP sector priorities and therefore there needs 
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to be some interpretation of sectors and how they match with sector groups.  This data also only shows 

existing businesses and not those of emerging growth areas.  Therefore, whilst this gives an holistic 

overview, the NALEP research becomes and important factor in horizon scanning the future of business 

types and need.  

  

It is important to consider these two districts separately, as the well as the wider region due to these 

variances at a macro level.  The previous 2017 study, Ipswich Economic Area Sector Needs Assessment, 

as well as the Babergh and Mid Suffolk Local Plan: Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability 

Assessment (SHELAA) (2019), in places took the needs analysis in the context of the wider Ipswich 

Economic Area.  The risk here is that the specific needs of agriculture, construction and manufacturing 

are underrepresented and LEP growth areas and sectors such as digital and the creative sectors are 

overrepresented or exaggerated.  This type of insight highlights the need to draw evidence from a 

number of resources and then triangulate this to identify future needs, and not just current demands.  
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Figure 3.4: Business Survival Rate in Babergh (Suffolkobservatory.info)  

  
Figure 3. 3 :   Breakdo wn by Business Sector  in Babergh  ( Suffolkobservatory.info )   
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Figure 3.5: Breakdown by Business Sector in Mid Suffolk (Suffolkobservatory.info)  
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Figure 3.6: Business Survival Rate in Mid Suffolk (Suffolkobservatory.info)  

  

Indicator  Babergh  Mid Suffolk  Suffolk  England  

Agriculture, forestry & fishing    10.40  15.60  9.00  4.30  

Mining, quarrying & utilities   0.60  0.40  0.40  0.50  

Manufacturing   6.70  5.80  5.70  5.00  

Construction   14.80  13.80  13.80  12.40  

Motor trades  3.50  4.00  3.60  2.80  

Wholesale   4.10  4.10  3.80  3.90  

Retail   6.40  5.20  7.10  7.50  

Transport & storage (Inc. postal)  3.00  3.80  4.90  4.20  

Accommodation & food services  5.20  3.90  5.90  5.50  

Information & communication   5.10  4.80  5.30  8.70  

Financial & insurance   2.10  1.70  1.70  2.30  

Property   3.30  2.60  3.30  3.70  

Professional, scientific & technical   15.80  14.40  14.40  18.10  

Business administration & support 

services  7.40  7.10  7.50  8.70  

Public administration & defence  1.20  1.60  1.00  0.30  

Education   1.60  1.50  1.60  1.70  

Health   3.00  3.10  3.70  4.10  

Arts, entertainment, recreation & other 

services   5.90  6.50  7.30  6.30  

Figure 3.7: Percentage Breakdown of Business Sectors for Babergh, Mid Suffolk, Suffolk and England 
(extracted from Suffolkobservatory.info)  

3.2  Employment Breakdown  
  

Within Babergh there is recorded 47,100 economically active people, for Mid Suffolk this is 53,900.  This 

is above the national average for economically active in these two districts, as a percentage of 
population.  Figure 3.8 shows the breakdown of employed and self-employed.  

  

   

Babergh 

(Number)  

Babergh 

(%)  

Mid  

Suffolk  

(Number)  

Mid  

Suffolk  

(%)  East   

Great 

Britain  

Economically Active† 

April 2018 - April 2019  47,100  83.4  53,900  84.8  81.2  78.7  

In Employment†  45,900  81.1  51,900  81.3  78.4  75.4  

Employees†  37,900  69.3  42,800  70.1  66.8  64.4  

Self Employed†  7,800  11.2  9,100  11.2  11.4  10.7  
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Unemployed 

(ModelBased)§  1,400  2.9  1,600  3.1  3.4  4.1  
Source: ONS annual population survey  

†   -   numbers are for those aged 16 and over, % are for those aged 16-64  

 §   -   numbers and % are for those aged 16 and over. % is a proportion of economically active  

Figure 3.8: Numbers actively employed in Babergh, Mid Suffolk, East and Great Britain (Nomisweb, 

2019)  

  

The data shows that there is above average self-employment across the two districts.  The data does 

not break down those that live and work within these districts or commute to other areas.  

  

When we break the numbers employed by sector, the total number per sector doesn’t match with the 

where the greatest number of businesses are.  Figure 3.9 breaks down the employment numbers by 

sector.  We will explore the impact of self employment on these figures, however, it is important to 

note employment against business numbers.  

  

Employee Jobs by Sector  

Babergh 

(Number)  

Babergh 

(%)  

Mid  

Suffolk  

(Number)  

Mid  

Suffolk   

(%)  East   

Great 

Britain  

B : Mining And Quarrying  0  0  20  0.1  0.1  0.2  

C : Manufacturing  5,000  16.1  5,000  13.9  8  8.2  

D : Electricity, Gas, Steam  
And Air Conditioning Supply  

5  0  75  0.2  0.3  0.5  

E : Water Supply; 
Sewerage, Waste 
Management And  
Remediation Activities  125  0.4  350  1  0.6  0.7  

F : Construction  1,750  5.6  4,000  11.1  5.5  4.8  

G : Wholesale And Retail  

Trade; Repair Of Motor  

Vehicles And  

Motorcycles  6,000  19.4  5,000  13.9  17.1  15.2  

H : Transportation And 

Storage  800  2.6  2,500  6.9  4.9  4.7  

I : Accommodation And 

Food Service Activities  2,500  8.1  1,750  4.9  6.8  7.5  

J : Information And 

Communication  800  2.6  800  2.2  3.6  4.4  

K : Financial And  

Insurance Activities  350  1.1  300  0.8  2.4  3.5  

L : Real Estate Activities  400  1.3  300  0.8  1.5  1.7  

M : Professional,  

Scientific And Technical  

Activities  2,500  8.1  3,500  9.7  9.3  8.4  

N : Administrative And  

Support Service Activities  

1,750  5.6  2,500  6.9  10.5  9.1  
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O : Public  

Administration And  

Defence; Compulsory  

Social Security  250  0.8  700  1.9  3  4.3  

P : Education  3,000  9.7  2,500  6.9  8.8  8.9  

Q : Human Health And 

Social Work Activities  3,500  11.3  4,500  12.5  12.6  13.3  

R : Arts, Entertainment 

And Recreation  1,000  3.2  800  2.2  2.7  2.6  

S : Other Service 

Activities  500  1.6  700  1.9  1.9  2  
Source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey : open access  
-   Data unavailable  
Notes:   % is a proportion of total employee jobs excluding farm-based agriculture  
  Employee jobs excludes self-employed, government-supported trainees and HM Forces  

   Data excludes farm-based agriculture  

Figure 3.8: Employment breakdown by sector Babergh, Mid Suffolk, East and Great Britain (Nomisweb,  

2019)  

  

Figure 3.8 identifies 30,230 employed in Babergh and 35,295 in Mid Suffolk.  We know that in Babergh 

7,800 people are self-employed and 9,100 in Mid Suffolk, the data set in Figure 3.8 excludes 

selfemployed and farm based agriculture.  Given the business data (Figure 3.5) identifies Agriculture 

and Construction are the largest number of business, and that Figure 3.8 excludes self-employed and 

farm base agriculture, we are potential missing out on a large group of the employment data.  The 

differences in the total number employed (Figure 3.7) and sector breakdowns (Figure 3.8), suggests that 

there are significant numbers that work out of the area and then approximately 25% of those within the 
two districts are self-employed and therefore are not within the sector breakdown.  

  

To set out the significance of this missing date we can explore known construction data.  Within the 

construction ONS data it suggests that for the East of England 149,282 people are employed in 

construction, 11% of the entire construction sector (2017).  It is also reported that whilst London and 

the South East make up the largest area of construction employment the most notable increase came 

from the East of England and the South West, were the East of England grew by 7.6% in 2017 compared 

to 2016.  However, again these figures reflect were people are employed, and excludes self-employed.  

The ONS state that on average 860,000 people are self-employed within construction across the UK, 

compared to 1,323,482 of employed in the sector across the whole of the UK.  Therefore, of the 

approximately 2.18million people employed in construction 39% are self-employed.  

  

Given the known demographics on self-employed and the sectors where most businesses exist, it would 

be difficult to use this data set in isolation as an indicator of where people are employed and the types 

of business.  As the employment moves more and more to one of agile working and smaller businesses 

reacting to PESTLE influences, the need to understand the self-employed market and sectors will 

become more important to strategic planning.  In analysing the employment and business landscape it 

is important to draw in the data around business needs from the rest of the research to shape any 
conclusions on the needs of businesses.  

3.3  Review on Labour Market  
  

As already stated the data sets available don’t give a true reflection of the whole market and include 

those that are self-employed or within farm based agriculture.  Therefore, a full SWOT of the whole 

research will be undertaken on conclusion of the research, drawing in research and knowledge from all 

sides of the data gathered.  Therefore, a SWOT analysis of the labour market has been undertaken, but 

this is limited to within the employment and business data and feeds into the overall reflection at the 
end of the report.  
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3.3.1 Strengths  
  

• There is a strong agricultural sector, however as identified the employment numbers aren’t all 
represented  

• There is a strong sole trader sector, indicating a desire and appetite to set up in business and 

take the risk of trying something new.  

• Business have a strong survival rate.  

• The existing network of self-employment and micro businesses reflects a growing trend for agile 
working as well as desire for a better life/work balance.  

3.3.2 Weaknesses  
• There is an underrepresentation in the identified New Anglia LEP growth sectors, this may be 

due to a mis-match between ONS data codes, or the sectors like technology being embedded 

within other sectors.    

• Sectors like logistics and transport and arts and recreation are underrepresented in the area.   

• There is a weak retail offering.  This is likely to be linked to the type of market towns in the 

area and draws from Ipswich and Bury St Edmunds  

  

  

3.3.3 Opportunities  
  

• Where sectors such as agriculture and construction are strong there are opportunities for 

collaboration with the digital sectors to innovate and undertake research and development.  This 

creates an opportunity to foster this collaboration and support networks for cross sector 
solutions, such as Prop-Tech and Agri-Tech.  

• Smaller businesses have the ability to react to PESTLE factors making them more resilient, but 
also innovative to new approaches and solutions.  

3.3.4 Threats  
• There are few large anchor businesses in the districts that are good for drawing in other business 

that feed their supply chain.  The loss of these can have an impact on the vibrancy and 
attractiveness to locate or invest in an area  

• The business that are in the growth areas or small sole traders may not be picked up by the data, 

or they are hidden in other sectors.  This may result in growth areas being missed or being slow 

to respond to their needs so that the prime time to support is lost.  
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4.0 Existing Provision  

4.1  Sources of Data and Assumptions  
  

In collating the existing data, we have kept the information separate under the two districts, this allows 

for analysis against the economic statistics of Section 3, as well as identifying if trends are restricted to 

specific areas of the two counties.  

  

In collecting the data, we have pulled together the following:  

• Properties let in the last 5 years where agents have confirmed the details of the let.  This data 

is compiled by co Star and pulls together agent info and land registry information.  

• Properties sold in the last 5 years, again where agents have confirmed the details of the sale.  

This data is compiled by Co Star and pulls together agent info and land registry information.  

• Currently available for let or being shown as under offer.  This data is collated from Co Star, 

Estates Gazette and Rightmove.  

  

The data was limited to office and industrial accommodation.  No retail data was collected.  

  

The data was all collected during the period of 19th and 29th August 2019.  It only includes data available 

in the public domain.  Private sales and lets are not included, however, by covering the last 5 years of 
lets we can see where trends and hot spots exist.  

  

Unfortunately, with the To Let data there is a lag between let agreed and let complete.  At the point 

that the let is complete there is a reliance on Co Star and the agents providing the information and 

sharing the data for this to be available for analysis.  This means that it is likely that some properties 
have not been captured.  

  

Where a premises sits within a larger business setting or estate the let data can sometimes only give an 

approximate location, not the specific unit let.  However, as above this identifies trends in the supply 
market, which is then used to correlate with the demand data collected.  

  

The information within this data has been used to influence some of the questions within the 

questionnaires for the demand data.  This will allow patterns to be drawn between the supply and 

demand data.  

4.2  Existing Let Data – Babergh  
  

Across the past 5 years of data collated for premises let in the Babergh region, 102 premises were let.  

Their locations ranged from within established industrial and business centres, to small rural 

developments to one off isolated premises.  The location of these premises is set out in Figure 4.1.  The 

map shows clusters of lets around the Sudbury, Hadleigh and Wherstead areas. Where there are smaller 

areas of businesses, research into the location identifies that the majority of these are situated in 

smaller rural business centres.  

  

What the data doesn’t pick up is long term leases and where there isn’t any churn in occupation.  

Therefore, we do not get a picture of the total number of business in these areas.  However, the 

questionnaires will address this area of research.  

  

The collection of properties currently To Let in Babergh identified 42 properties available.  These were 

broadly in the same areas as shown in Figure 4.1, however, with some additional high street locations 
in Hadleigh.  All the properties were existing, and no speculative developments were identified.  

  

From the currently available To Let and Let in the past 5 years the clusters and locations shown in Figure 

4.2 have been identified in the Babergh area.  
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Figure 4.1: Locations of Premises Let in Past 5 Years in Babergh Region  

  

Estate\location  Town  

Lady Lane Industrial Estate  Hadleigh  

Chiltern Industrial Estate  Sudbury  

Woodhall Business Park  Sudbury  

Farthing Road   Sproughton  

Bull Lane Industrial Estate  Sudbury  

Hadleigh Business Centre  Hadleigh  

Inca Business Park  Sudbury  

Ballingdon Hill Business Park  Sudbury  

Alton Business Centre  Wherstead  

Peninsula Business Centre  Wherstead  

Wherstead Park  Wherstead  

The Strand  Wherstead  

South Suffolk Business Centre  Sudbury  

Fox's Marina  Wherstead  

Bulmer Road Industrial Estate  Bulmer  

Gattinetts  East Bergholt  

Manor Farm Business Centre  Stutton  

The Street  Capel St Mary  

Court Farm   Brantham  

Harkstead Hall  Harkstead  

Skyview Centre  Sudbury  

Factory Lane   Brantham  
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Court Farm Business centre  Brantham  

Figure 4.2: Locations and Clusters of Premises in Babergh Region  

  

Within the Let in the past 5 years data, the size of premises shows a good spread across unit size.  Figure 

4.3 identifies the number of properties with a defined set of space parameters.   

  

 
Figure 4.3: Number of Properties in Babergh Split by Floor Area.  

  

When we subdivide the Let data by area and size, the data goes to the nearest postal town.  Therefore, 

when reading Figures 4.4, where Colchester is stated this has to be interpreted as Brantham and East 

Bergholt, Manningtree as Brantham, Wherstead as Ipswich and Hadleigh as Ipswich.  This means that the 

interpretation of whether certain sizes are located in clusters or areas, is slightly skewed, however, 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 allows us to see if there is a spread of size properties in each of the clusters.  

  

 
Figure 4.4: Location of Premises by Size - Babergh  

  

In Figure 4.4 we can see that the larger industrial and warehouse type accommodation is situated on 

the larger estates.  Within the more rural locations there is a greater concentration of premises under 
the 2500 sq. ft profile.  
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Of the 102 properties that we have data for, 68 (66.67%) are under 2500 sq. ft, matching the profile of 

micro, small and medium size businesses located in the district.  A detailed analysis of the types of 

businesses leasing these properties hasn’t been undertaken, however, where information on the tenant 

has been provided within the co Star data a visual review of these tenants has been undertaken.  It 

appears that there are no real clusters of businesses types and that where multiple information on the 

same business estate is provided there are a range of business types.  An example of this is shown in 

Case Study 4.1.  Whilst there appear to be no clusters of business types, there does appear to be areas 

where business centres cluster.  These are usually linked to infrastructure and proximity to town 
locations.  Case Study 4.2 shows this with the area around Wherstead Village.  

 

  Case Study 4.1: The Gattinetts, East Bergholt  

  

The Gatinettes is located in the village of East Bergholt and consists of 15 units, 

ranging from 141 sq. ft to 2700 sq. ft.  Leases are available from 12 month short term 

leases, to longer leases to suit tenant needs.  Located between Ipswich and 

Colchester the out of town location means easy access and parking.  Space includes 

office, industrial and workshops and secure storage.  

Businesses include:  

• Capture Green Ltd (Pollution Control)  

• Lavender Hall Kindergarten  

• Voice Workshop  

• Epitome Training  

• Dedham Vale Home Care  

• Gillbanks Family Law  

• Hidden Beauty  

• Dunwell Property Management  

• Fitness and Therapy  

• Lakelands Accounts  

• Be Hadleigh (Workshop to support retail space in Hadleigh)  

• Edwards Design Group (Interior Designers)  

• Pro Duct Cleaning Ltd (Air Duct Cleaning)  

• J Quilts  

• Condor Tool and Die Ltd  

• Pressi (Online gifting)  

• Eastern Family Services (Fostering Services)  

• Home Financial Services  

• Sussed Out Suspension  

• Rosie’s Boutique  

  

Some businesses have multiple units.  6 businesses are located in rooms within the office 
suite building (unit 4CD).  

             (Source:www.gattinetts.co.uk)  

  

Within each of the groups of sizes let in the past 5 years, Figure 4.5 shows the average rent per sq. ft 
recorded as being achieved.  

  

Figure 4.5 sets out the average rents being achieved over the last 5 years.  We will be able to compare 

this with current asking rates.  As expected, as the size of the premises becomes larger the rent per sq. 

ft is reduced, but there are some skewed figures for 4001 – 10000 sq. ft.  this may be the result of office 

and industrial space costs, therefore further analysis into the type has also been undertaken.  
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Case Study 4.2: Park Farm Barns, Wherstead  

  

Park Farm Barns are located off of the A137 in  
Wherstead.  They are a collection of farm buildings  
which are used for light industrial purposes.   They 
sit alongside buildings that are still used by  
the associated farm.  To allow for easy access a  

new road has been installed from the A137, this 

connects with an existing road that links with The Street 

and Vicarage Lane in Wherstead village.  Within this 

small area exists the businesses with Park Farm Barns, 

Wherstead Park and Peninsula Business Centre.  This 

creates a small cluster of businesses on the outskirts of 

Ipswich, with each site owned by a different landlord 

and offering a range of different unit types and sizes.  

  

Within Park Farm Barns exist businesses like Scofield 

and Lait Roofing Ltd, Funky Lemon Designs (Model 

Makers) and FLD Laser Cutting.  

  

  

The type of buildings is not refined and are old 

industrial sheds, but their location and size clearly suit 
a number of businesses.  

  

Within this area is also located Alton Business Park, with businesses like Poppy Nursing 

Services and NFU Mutual.  To the opposite side of the A137 is Jimmy’s Farm which 

has a number of retail and leisure businesses occupying small units, these include 

Clarkes of Walsham, Wild Raspberry as well as photography studios and home and 
garden retailers.   

  

Size of Premises  Number  of  

Properties in  

Sample  

Average Size 
of Premises  
Sq. Ft  

Average  £  

per Sq. Ft  

20000+ sq. ft  4  33833  2.97  

10001 – 20000 sq. ft  5  13213  5.00  

4001 – 10000 sq. ft  12  5642  7.13  

2501 - 4000 sq. ft  13  2962  5.61  

1501 – 2500 sq. ft  14  1998  6.16  

1001 – 1500 sq. ft  13  1272  6.55  

501 - 1000 sq. ft  17  730  9.25  

0 – 500 sq. ft  21  337  9.70  

Total Average  -  -  7.35  

Figure 4.5: Average Rent Recorded by Premises Size per Sq. Ft - Babergh  
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Notes on data: For the 0 -500 sq. ft, two rents were amended from the data source as they were 

inconsistent with previously achieved rates and appeared to actually be m2 rates.  See source data for 

further information (these are highlighted in green).  

Not all the properties recorded indicate an achieved rent.  These are excluded from the average figures. 

This data doesn’t sub divide the office and industrial spaces.  

  

As set out in our sources of data statement, our data is limited to the leases that have been recorded 

and reported by the agents.  Across the Babergh District there are known sites that do not advertise 
their availability or use agents, See Case Study 4.3.    

  

  

    Case Study 4.3: Dodnash Priory Farm Business Centre, Bentley  

    

 Dodnash Priory Farm has a number of old and new farm  buildings, the size varies from 

small porta-cabin type  buildings, former agricultural timber frame buildings,  through to 

large purposely built premises.  They are  mostly light industrial in nature.  The tenants 

range  from businesses to private individuals using the spaces  for storage or 

hobbies/workshops.  There is not list of  businesses advertised and all occupants contact 

the  farm estate directly.  The farm estate deals with the  management and tenants 

directly.  

    

 The types of business include a heating and plumbing  business, plastic fabrication and a 

wholesale cosmetics  company.  All of these leases are long term and  undertaken privately 

so don’t feature on available data.  

              

  

  

 

 

 

Across Babergh there are different rents achieved for size and type of premises.  There are three 

categories identified within the let data: office, light industrial and industrial.  Figure 4.6 shows the 
rents achieved over size, split by use category.  

  

 
Figure 4.6: Average Rent Recorded by Premises Size per Sq. Ft and Use - Babergh  
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With the industrial spaces there is a spike in rent achieved for the 500 – 1000 sq. ft bracket, with the 

optimum income front rents being in the 501 – 4000 sq. ft sector.  This reflected in the limited sample 

for light industrial.  

  

For office space the peaks appear to be at each end of the data sets, under 1000 sq. ft and 4001 – 10000 

sq. ft.  This upper bracket is a large range of sizes, therefore it is worth noting that the average size of 

these spaces was 4829 sq. ft.  

4.2  Existing Let Data – Mid Suffolk  
  

As with 4.1 above the same analysis for Mid Suffolk was undertaken, using the same method for collection 

data.  As with the analysis above, the same constraints and assumptions applied, and to the same time 

frames.  

The available data identified that 65 properties have been let over the past 5 years.  The locations of 

these can be seen in Figure 4.7.  

  

  
Figure 4.7: Locations of Premises Let in Past 5 Years in Mid Suffolk Region  

  

Different from Babergh the properties let over the past 5 years are primarily located around key 

transport routes of the A14, then the A140 and some along the A143.  

  

The clusters and locations of the key business centres, set out in Figure 4.8, shows this clustering around 
transport links.  

  

Within the Mid Suffolk area there are currently 61 properties available to Let.  One of the key differences 

with the Babergh data is the amount new development that is currently proposed as being built and the 

speculative development.  There are two key developments available for offer.  These are Atex Business 

Park, Cotton Way, Stowmarket and Granary Park, Elmswell Road, Bury St Edmunds.  These two 

developments offer a range of unit sizes from 1500 sq. ft to 12600 sq. ft.  however, the larger units are 
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available for sub-division and where larger units are available the under-offer data shows these as being 

split to 1500-2000 sq. ft units, suggesting a greater demand for this size space.  These properties are 

picked up in the To Let and currently available To Let data explored in the next section. Sites such as 

Atex Park also secured £630k of NALEP funding through the Growing Places Fund as loan funding to help 
kick start the project.  This funding helped with the initial infrastructure investment.  

  

Figure 4.9 shows the split of these 66 properties by size.  The spread of property here is different to 

that of Babergh, in that there is much greater concentration in the 1501 – 2500 sq. ft bracket and fewer 

properties in the 1001 – 1500 sq. ft section.  The sample size here is smaller than that of Babergh, but 

when this data is read with Figure 4.10, the location of these properties starts to show concentrations 
on the size available.  

  

  

  

  

Estate/Location  Town  

Tomo Business Park  Stowmarket  

Sycamore Farm  Bramford  

Lion Barn Industrial Estate  Needham Market  

Claydon Business Park or 

Claydon Industrial Park  Claydon  

Redgrave Business Centre  Redgrave  

Off Addison Way  Great Blakenham  

Broomvale Business Centre  Little Blakenham  

Baylham Business Park  Baylham  

Elm Farm Park  Thurston  

Oaksmere Business Park  Eye  

Hill farm Barns  Ashbocking  

Stowmarket Business Park or 

Stowmarket Business Centre  Stowmarket  

Brickfields Business Park  Woolpit  

Roy Humphrey  Eye  

Brome Industrial Park  Brome  

Mid Suffolk Business Park  Eye  

Woolpit Business Park  Woolpit  

Elmswell Business Park  Elmswell  

Grove Lane Industrial Park  Elmswell  

Eye Airfield Industrial Estate  Eye  

Figure 4.8: Locations and Clusters of Premises in Mid Suffolk Region  
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Figure 4.9: Number of Properties in Mid Suffolk Split by Floor Area.  

  

Figure 4.10 breaks down the data in Figure 4.9 into the locations.  This is by postal towns and therefore 

as with the data for Babergh and the locations of premises, where locations refer to Ipswich they are 

located in Claydon and Bramford, Bury St Edmunds is the Elmswell and Woolpit areas.  

  

At the smaller end of the spectrum there is a concentration of smaller units, under 500 sq. ft, in 

Stowmarket.  However, the graduation space for businesses growing into 501 – 2500 sq. ft spaces drops 

off in Stowmarket and is predominantly located on the outskirts of Ipswich or Bury St Edmunds.  Some 

of this Bury St Edmunds (Elmswell and Woolpit) data will be skewed by the new developments at 
Elmswell.  How this corresponds with the currently available To Let data will be explored later.   
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Figure 4.10: Location of Premises by Size – Mid Suffolk  

  

For both the Babergh and Mid-Suffolk data in the location mapping and the Let in the past five years, 

there are clear influences on smaller spaces on the outskirts of Ipswich.  

  

Size of Premises  Number  of  

Properties in  

Sample  

Average Size 
of Premises  
Sq. Ft  

Average  £  

per Sq. Ft  

20000+ sq. ft  3  84316  4.31  

10001 – 20000 sq. ft  6  15650  4.37  

4001 – 10000 sq. ft  7  5136  5.34  

2501 - 4000 sq. ft  5  3248  6.30  

1501 – 2500 sq. ft  11  2064  6.79  

1001 – 1500 sq. ft  5  1324  8.55  

501 - 1000 sq. ft  12  779  9.17  

0 – 500 sq. ft  11  291  9.49  

Total Average  -  -  7.33  

Figure 4.11: Average Rent Recorded by Premises Size per Sq. Ft – Mid Suffolk  

  

Notes of Data: For premises size 1501 – 2500 sq. ft only 11 premises of the 14 recorded a rent received 

The rent received for one property in the 2501 – 4000 sq. ft bracket was only £1.18 per sq. ft.  This 

property is a run-down farm storage building.  This was excluded from the average price data.  

This data does not split rents by building type.  

  

Figure 4.11 sets out the average rents being achieved over the last 5 years.  As with the Babergh data 

we will be able to compare this with current asking rates.  Again, as expected as the size of the premises 

becomes larger the rent per sq. ft is reduced.  This is a much more even decline than in Babergh.  

  

Across Mid Suffolk there are different rents achieved for size and type of premises.  There are two 

categories identified within the let data: office and industrial.  Figure 4.12 shows the rents achieved 
over size, split by use category.  

  

 
Figure 4.12: Average Rent Recorded by Premises Size per Sq. Ft and Use - Babergh  

  

The rents achieved follow a different trend to that of Babergh.  Within Mid Suffolk there are no industrial 

unit’s data under 1000 sq. ft.  From the 1001 and above there is very little difference between the rent 

achieved, when viewing the graphs, for industrial space rents.  However, the numbers are that there is 
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a variance of £1.50 per sq. ft, which when you consider the average size in the upper category is 84314sq 
ft, this is a significant difference in the rental achieved.  

  

For industrial premises the strongest rental incomes appear to sit between the 2501 – 10000 sq. ft 

brackets.  However, the average size of industrial space in this upper bracket is 5517 sq. ft, again 

indicating the desire for this slightly smaller unit.  

  

Again, different from Babergh, Mid Suffolk shows a consistent rental income for office space between 0 

– 2500 sq. ft, with a slight increase at the higher end of his bracket.  The income drops off as the space 

becomes larger, which is as expected.  As with Babergh there is no office space above 10000 sq. ft, and 

again the average size is towards the lower end of this bracket at 4829 sq. ft, indicating there have been 
no lets much above the 5500 sq. ft size for office space.  

  

Excluding the upper bracket, where  Mid Suffolk appears to have much larger industrial spaces that have 

been let, the average size of the premises across the other bands are similar in size between the two 

districts, showing a similar availability.  The only real difference between the other rents achieved 

across the two districts is that on average in the last five years premises between the size of 4001 – 

10000 sq. ft in Babergh achieves a higher rate of £7.13 per sq. ft, compared to £5.34 per sq. ft in Mid 
Suffolk.  

4.4  Existing Sold Data – Babergh  
  

The availability of data on sold office and industrial units in Babergh is as recorded by Co Star.  This is 

over the last 5 years and as with the Let data is reliant on the selling agent providing the information, 

therefore it is expected that there are gaps in the data, but it acts as a snapshot to identify trends and 

patterns.  

  

There are 42 entries available in the sold data, but this includes a number of portfolio sales and for 

Farthing Road this was sold in 2017 and again in 2018.  Within the sales, which applies to both districts, 

there are a number of lease backs.  This is where the investment has been sold and leased back to the 

current occupant.  This results in no changes in the market make up or a new premises becoming 

available.  These two points mean, that whilst there is a data set of 42 the number of properties is 

limited, and the location of sales is concentrated to certain areas.  Figure 4.13 shows the breakdown by 
size and location.  

  

 
Figure 4.13: Location and Size of Properties Sold in Last Five Years – Babergh  
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Those properties that have been sold are located around Sudbury and the Farthing Road Industrial Estate.  

The majority of the sold properties are over 4001 sq. ft, but as already suggested this is obscured by the 

sales on Farthing Road.  

4.5  Existing Sold Data – Mid Suffolk  
  

The availability of data on sold office and industrial units in Mid Suffolk is as recorded by Co Star.  This 

is over the last 5 years and as with the Let data is reliant on the selling agent providing the information, 

therefore it is expected that there are gaps in the data, but it acts as a snapshot to identify trends and 

patterns.  

  

Within the data there are 25 properties. Again, as with the Babergh data this includes a number of 
portfolio sales and lease backs, Figure 4.14.   

  

 
Figure 4.14: Location and Size of Properties Sold in Last Five Years – Mid Suffolk  

  

There is a much more even spread of property size and location across this sample, however, there are 

no sales in the 1001 1500 sq. ft category.  We know from the leasing data that there is a gap in the 
market for these size properties.  

  

Of the properties sold, they are available across the key areas identified of the outskirts of Ipswich,  

Stowmarket, Outskirts of Diss, Eye and Bury St Edmunds.  These are located along the key logistic routes.  

4.6  Current To Let Data – Babergh  
  

The data on properties available To Let has been collected from Co Star, Right move and Estates 

Gazette.  Across these sources 42 premises were identified.  The locations of these are broadly the same 

as the Let in the past five years data, with locations in Hadleigh and Sudbury being where most of the 

properties are located.  These are generally in small business centre locations, however, there is a 

cluster of spaces on the high street in Hadleigh.  These are small units for 3 – 5 desks.  For the purpose 

of the analysis of size these have been placed in the under 500 sq. ft category.  

  

Figure 4.15 sets out the breakdown of the sizes of units currently available To Let.  Of the properties 

currently available To Let, there is greater availability in the under 1000 sq. ft and over 10000 sq. ft 

categories.  In the middle of the market there is currently less availability.  This is slightly different to 
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the 5-year data on previously Let, where there is a much more even spread in the middle categories 
(Figure 4.3).  
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Figure 4.15: Number of Properties To Let in Babergh Split by Floor Area.   

  

As with the other data we can break this down by area, Figure 4.16.  With this data we see that the key 

locations where premises have sold or been let, Sudbury and Hadleigh, the middle sizes (1501 sq. ft – 

10000 sq. ft) there is limited availability.  There is also only existing premises available.  No speculative 
or new build opportunities are currently advertised.  

  

 
Figure 4.16: Location of Premises To Let by Size – Babergh    
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Size of Premises  Number  of  

Properties in  

Sample  

Average Size 
of Premises  
Sq. Ft  

Average  £  

per Sq. Ft  

20000+ sq. ft  3  42641.67  5.25  

10001 – 20000 sq. ft  2  11808.4  4.67  

4001 – 10000 sq. ft  2  4679  6.77  

2501 - 4000 sq. ft  4  2916.25  3.39  

1501 – 2500 sq. ft  3  2033  6.16  

1001 – 1500 sq. ft  4  1199.75  13.99  

501 - 1000 sq. ft  8  636.38  13.65  

0 – 500 sq. ft  16  280.13  17.11  

Total Average  42  -  12.34  

Figure 4.17: Average Rent Advertised by Premises Size per Sq. Ft – Babergh  

  

Notes on Data: For the premises between 0-500 sq. ft, all but one of the premises were office space. A 

lower rent of £5 per sq. ft was recorded.  If this property is removed from the data set the average cost 

per sq. ft would increase to £12.47.  
For the premises where only desk amount is available we have assumed a floor space of 250 sq. ft. For 
the 1501 -2500 q ft, there is limited samples and a spread in costs across this.  More samples would 
create a more accurate comparison.  

  

The sample size for some of the categories in Figure 4.17 is small which makes the average rent per sq. 

ft inconsistent with the rents achieved, in that the larger the unit the lower the rent per sq. ft.  

However, where we see that there is a limited number of premises available in certain sizes the price 
per sq. ft is elevated, suggesting this reflects supply vs demand.  

4.7  Current To Let Data – Mid Suffolk  
  

The data on properties available To Let has been collected from Co Star, Right move and Estates 

Gazette.  Across these sources 61 premises were identified.  Within these, again they are broadly in the 

same location as the previously Let data.  However, there are a number of properties that are yet to be 

built and are new.  Some of these properties are duplicated in the For Sale data, as they have the option 

to buy or lease.  Figure 4.18 sets out the number of properties under each of the categories.  

  

 
Figure 4.18: Number of Properties To Let in Mid Suffolk Split by Floor Area.  

  

There is a spike in availability in the 4001 – 10000 sq. ft category, primarily as this is the size of the new 

developments in Atex Business Park and Granary Park.   
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The data on locations is much more detailed for this data set than others, so we have more groups on 

locations.  Figure 4.19 shows the current units available to lease by locations.  We now from previous 

data that Stowmarket has a missing supply to the market in the 501 – 2500 sq. ft sectors.  Figure 4.19 

reiterates this and shows that even with the proposed new units becoming available, this graduation 

space is lacking in a key business location.  

  

 
Figure 4.19: Location of Premises To Let by Size –Mid Suffolk  

  

Both the average cost per sq. ft for currently available premises across both Babergh and Mid Suffolk do 

not reflect the pattern of ‘greater the floor area the lower the per sq. ft cost’ seen in the Let over the 

past five years.  The data in both Figure 4.17 and 4.20, have much smaller samples than over the five 

years of Let data, and this reflects the price achieved, rather than the price being asked for.  This asking 

price may come down after negotiations and completion of the lease, thus impacting the costs.  

  

  

Size of Premises  Number  of  

Properties in  

Sample  

Average Size 
of Premises  
Sq. Ft  

Average  £  

per Sq. Ft  

20000+ sq. ft  2  412032  No  data  

available  

10001 – 20000 sq. ft  3  13716.33  9.00  

4001 – 10000 sq. ft  12  6277.3  2.90  

2501 - 4000 sq. ft  11  3008  5.59  

1501 – 2500 sq. ft  11  1722  8.72  

1001 – 1500 sq. ft  4  1283  6.56  

501 - 1000 sq. ft  8  816.4  13.65  

0 – 500 sq. ft  8  260.88  20.02  

Total Average  61  -  9.09  

Figure 4.20: Average Rent Advertised by Premises Size per Sq. Ft – Mid Suffolk  

  

Notes on Data: There are a large number of units currently available for lease where there is no price 

stated.  This is available on application.  
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For properties between 1001 – 1500 sq. ft there was only a sample of 4 and one of these was industrial 
with a lower rate of £3.55 per sq. ft.  If this is discounted from the data the average value is £7.57 
The sample for 1001 – 2500 sq. ft includes 7 properties where the price is not available.  
The sample for 2501 – 4000 sq. ft includes 5 properties where the price is not available.  

The sample for 10001 – 25000 sq. ft only has one property where a price has been stated.   

   

Therefore, there are no correlation in the costs per sq. ft across the two districts and no suggestion that 

the costs are similar across the whole of Babergh and Mid Suffolk.  

4.8  Current For Sale Data – Babergh  
  

The data that is available on sold properties across both districts is limited.  There are 15 properties 
advertised, with this data being collected from Co Star, Right Move and Estates Gazette.  

  

The size varies from small office space (497 sq. ft) to large industrial spaces (75848 sq. ft).  The values 

within this range from £170,000 to £5,250,000.  Within this lies properties to be converted and existing 

properties.  The spread of type, size and cost makes it difficult to spot trends and patterns.  However, 

the data does show similar locations to the previously Let and To Let of Hadleigh, Sudbury and the 

Ipswich outskirts of Farthing Road, Wherstead and Copdock.  The full set of data has been provided as 

a record and summary of this information.  

4.9  Current For Sale Data – Mid Suffolk  
  

For Mid Suffolk there are slightly more properties advertised for sale, again across the same three 

sources, with 18 properties advertised.  However, within this are a number of repeats of the To Let 

properties as there are a number of new build sites that are available to buy or to rent.  This matches 

the available To Let trend that there is greater new development in the Mid Suffolk area, compared to 

Babergh, but it reduces the amount that is instantly available to purchase.  

  

As with the Babergh data there is a mix of sizes from 1548 sq. ft (New Build/Plot) to 24064 sq. ft 

(Existing).  This gives a spread of costs from £150,000 to £1,100,000.  The sizes and price are in a much 

narrower bracket than that of Babergh, but insufficient data again to identify trends and patterns.  

Because of the new builds occurring in the district the properties are concentrated in the Stowmarket 

area, with one located on the outskirts of Ipswich at Little Blakenham, again a new build, and further 

new builds in Thurston.  Overall in the Mid Suffolk area there is very few existing properties to purchase.  

The full set of data has been provided as a record and summary of all the properties.  

  

The data does not pick up where people are located in hot desk or co working spaces.  This is generally 

because the way they are leased and occupied is through direct contact with the spaces themselves.  

However, just outside the two districts we were only able to locate one co-working space, this is Rural 

Enterprise East, based at the Otley Campus of Easton and Otley College.  See Case Study 4.4.  The 

location of the co-working space at Otley appears to be underutilised, this may be due to location or 

poor marketing as it is difficult to find this facility through normal advertising channels.  However, there 

is a body of evidence on the link between government/state funded activity and growth, and this doesn’t 

give a perception that somewhere is open for business.  This is outside the scope of the study, but the 
role of collaboration spaces is often an integral part of supporting high growth start-ups.  
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              Case Study 4.4: Rural Enterprise East, Otley 

  

Based at the Otley Campus of Easton and Otley College 

the centre offers hot desk, dedicated desks or private 

offices.  It is based on a co-working environment to 

support rural enterprises.  There are staff located at 

the site to offer support and facilitate collaboration, 

networking and business growth.  The centre also 

interacts with the college to support business ideas and 

start-ups from with the college cohort.  

  

The rural location provides ample free parking, high 

speed Wi-Fi and good transport links.  There is access 

to the college facilities with the on-site restaurant.  

Access to the facility is limited to reception hours, but 

these are Monday – Friday 8am – 7:30pm and Saturday 

and Sunday 9am – 5pm.  The costs range from £5 for 1 

hour of desk space (costs reduce based on subscription 
type and length) to £400 per month for a private office  

(again reducing to £200 per month for a 2 year  

   duration).  

 

 

There is limited information on the premises available online with bookings being 

encouraged to contact the centre directly.  There is no dedicated website to access 
information.  On visiting the centre there was very little activity.  

                      (www.coworker.com)  

  

4.10 Existing Start Up and Incubator Spaces  
  

As part of the business space landscape a review of start-up and incubator space was undertaken.  Invest 

in Suffolk have prepared a list of all virtual offices, serviced office and incubation space.  Figure 4.21 

list out the locations across Suffolk and the offering of each of these spaces.  

  

Description  District  Offering  

Acorn Business  
Centre,  
Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - Offices available from 100 square feet upwards  
- Situated on the outskirts of Ipswich, 10 minutes from the Town 
Centre and 2 minutes from the A14  
- 100mb fibre optic cable for all communication needs   
- Free car parking  
- 24/7 secure access  
- On-site management support  
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Active  
Business  
Centre, Bury  
St Edmunds  

  

West 

Suffolk  
- Single offices, suites and team sized offices available  
- Virtual office packages available  
- Close to the town centre of Bury St. Edmunds, in a striking 19th Century  
Grade II* listed building  
- Flexible terms  
- High-speed internet access  
- Car parking  
- Range of conference and meeting rooms available  

  

Ask House,  
Bury St  
Edmunds  

  

West 

Suffolk  
- 23 fully furnished and air conditioned serviced office suites to rent - 
Serviced office suites available on a flexible short licence - minimum term 
of 3 months  
- Virtual Office service available  
- High-speed internet  
- Fully equipped, spacious and modern meeting rooms available  

  

  

Basepoint,  
Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - Offers a wide range of affordable small business units from 1 person 
suites, to open plan offices up to 1,500 sq. ft  
- Incubation units available for businesses that are just starting out  
- Virtual Offices available from £45 per month  
- Located on the south-eastern edge of Ipswich  
- High speed internet access  
- Free parking  
- Meeting Rooms  

  

The Hub,  
Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - Serviced offices ranging from 100sq ft to 300sq ft   
- Virtual Offices available  
- Centrally located with good access to the A14 via either London Road or  
Norwich Road  
- Licences are drawn up on a flexible basis, for a minimum of three months  
- Local parking available   
- 24/7 access  
- Conference rooms, meeting rooms and counselling rooms available to hire  

  

Epsilon House,  
Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - Serviced offices from 140 sq. ft to 1157 sq. ft and are suitable for 1 
– 20 people  
- Virtual offices availability  
- Located on Ransomes Europark, close to the A12/14 trunk road  
- Flexible tenancy agreements  
- Free parking  
- 24/7 secure access  
- Meeting and conference rooms  

  

 

Description  District  Offering  

Felixstowe  
Enterprise  
Centre  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- Work spaces ranging upwards from 110 sq. ft  
- Based at the Summit Business Park with excellent road and rail links 
and within easy reach of the Port and town centre  
- Flexible tenancies available   
- Fully cabled with power and internet  
- Parking available  
- 24/7 access  
- Meeting rooms   
- Free 1-to-1 business advice, training, and finance options  
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Framlingham  
Tech Centre  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- Various sized workspaces from one-man offices to much larger 
accommodation such as suites, laboratories or workshops  
- Virtual offices available  
- Flexible terms  
- Broadband connectivity with high bandwidth available  
- Ample free parking  
- 24/7 access  
- 50 seat conference theatre, meeting rooms and a twelve seat board 
room available  
  

IP City,  
Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - High specification office suites, from 40.88 sq. m to 548 sq. m (440 
sq. ft to 5,900 sq. ft)  
- Virtual Tenancy packages from £25 per month  
- Situated within the Ipswich waterfront, half a mile from the town 
centre and railway station, with easy access to the A14/A12  
- Broadband available  
- Ample free parking   
- Conference facilities and meeting rooms to accommodate up to 100 
people  
  

Leiston  
Enterprise  
Centre,  
Leiston  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- Offices and light-industrial units available  
- Virtual business solutions available  
- Nestled in the heart of the Nuclear Hub and located near to Sizewell  
- ‘Easy-in, easy-out’ tenancy terms  
- WiFi available  
- Free onsite parking  
- 24 hour access  
- Flexible, functional conference room  

  

Menta, Bury St  
Edmunds   

  

West 

Suffolk  
- Affordable managed office or workshop accommodation  
- Virtual office service available  
- Three locations in Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill  
- ‘Easy in, easy out’ terms  
- Six hours free use of conference and meeting rooms per month  
- Access to business support services  

  

Menta,  
Haverhill  

  

West 

Suffolk  
- Affordable managed office or workshop accommodation  
- Virtual office service available  
- Three locations in Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill  
- ‘Easy in, easy out’ terms  
- Six hours free use of conference and meeting rooms per month  
- Access to business support services  

  

North East  
Suffolk  
Business  
Centre,  
Lowestoft  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- 29 office units, ranging in size from 175 sq. ft to 750 sq. ft  
- Virtual office solutions available  
- Situated close to the A12 Eastern trunk road on the South Lowestoft  
Industrial Estate  
- Easy-in, easy-out tenancy terms  
- Free onsite parking   
- 24 hour access  
- Fully equipped meeting room   

  

 

Description  District  Offering  
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Orbis Energy,  
Lowestoft  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- A world-leading centre of excellence for offshore renewables  
- 3,300 sq. m five-storey building providing office accommodation, 
meeting rooms and conference facilities  
- Virtual tenancy available  
- Cutting-edge, environmentally-friendly building overlooking the 
North Sea at Great Britain’s most easterly point  
- 'Easy-in, easy-out' option  
- Good communication and internet links  
- Free parking  
- 24-hour access  

  

  

Riverside  
Business  
Centre,  
Lowestoft  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- 38 office units, ranging in size from 155 sq. ft to 385 sq. ft with 
virtual office solutions available  
- Located on the south bank of Lowestoft’s inner harbour  
- 'Easy-in, easy-out' tenancies available  
- WiFi  
- Ample free onsite parking  
- 24 hour access  
- Fully equipped conference room offering professional meeting and 
conferencing facilities  
- Free access to business advice, training, and finance sources via the 

Nwes  
Business Advisor network  

  

Saracens  
House, Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - Offices ranging from 79 sq. ft to 1500 sq. ft  
- Virtual Offices available  
- Two Grade II Listed buildings based in the heart of Ipswich  
- Available on short term or long term licences  
- Car parks with spaces available to rent on a monthly basis   
- 24/7 access  
- Meeting room available  
- Support for business start-ups available  

  

Silkcutters  
Enterprises,  
Lowestoft  

  

East  
Suffolk  

- High-quality office space ideal for both young and established companies  
- Location in in Oulton Broad, with close links to Lowestoft, Great  
Yarmouth, and the wider area  
- Flexible tenancy terms  
- 24 hour access  
- Access to business advice, training and finance sources through the Nwes  
Business Advisor network  

  

South Suffolk  
Business  
Centre,  
Sudbury  

  

Babergh  - 24 individual offices ranging in size from 184 sq. ft to 430 sq. ft  
- Virtual business solutions available  
- Situated in Sudbury, with strong road links to Bury St Edmunds, 
Ipswich and the wider area  
- Flexible easy-in, easy-out tenancy terms  
- Free onsite parking  
- Conference room  
- Access to business advice, training and finance sources through the 

Nwes  
Business Advisor network  
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Suffolk  
Enterprise  
Centre,  
Ipswich  

  

Ipswich  - Professional office space for both start-up and growing businesses  
- Virtual office solutions available  
- Centrally located within the historic Felaw Maltings and just a 10 
minute walk from Ipswich railway station and the town centre  
- Flexible tenancy terms  
- Car parking available  
- 24 hour access  
- Conference and meeting facilities available  
- Access to business advice, training and finance sources through the 

Nwes  
Business Advisor network  

  

Description  District  Offering  

Technology  
House, Bury St  
Edmunds  

  

West 

Suffolk  
- Office and Warehouse Space available  
- Located close to the intersection with Newmarket Road which 
provides good access to the town centre and A14  
- Office suites available on an all-inclusive licence  
- High speed broadband  
- Car parking  
- Meeting rooms available  

  

Figure 4.21: Overview of Virtual Offices, Serviced Offices and Incubation Space in Suffolk (Invest in 

Suffolk, 2019)  

  

In addition to this list we have also identified the Rural Enterprise East space at the Otley Campus of 

Easton and Otley College (Case Study 4.4), as well as Ipswich Waterfront Innovation Centre located on 

the University of Suffolk Campus.  Figure 4.21 gives you an overview of the size of these spaces, as well 

as the services provided, including where business support is offered.  Of the 22 spaces offered, there 

is only the Rural Enterprise East and South Suffolk Business Centre located very close to Babergh and 

Mid Suffolk.  The Rural Enterprise East offering is primarily co-working space and limited to rural 

businesses.  The South Suffolk Business Centre only offers 24 offices, which are an ideal start up business 

size of between 184 – 430 sq. ft but in only one location and a small number of offices is a very limited 

number of businesses that can access this facility.  The current businesses listed as located in this space 

are as follows, this includes virtual tenancies, which are not separated in their list (NWES, 2019):  
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Andrews Plumbing and Heating Ltd  

Aplix Fastners UK Ltd  

Associated Trainers Ltd  

Avid Computers  

Computer Medics  

EES Estimating and Engineering  

ELC Roofing Ltd  

Forest Homecare  

G&D Plumbing and Heating  

Gary Perrens Tax Assist  

Gasda Ltd  

Green Will Technologies  

Mick Sims Jeweller  

Photographix  

The Sewing Room  

Trust Financial Solutions  

UK Evidence  

Upshot Media  
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•  

•  

•  

•  

• •  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Workforce Group  

Wyxkey Ltd  

Xylem  

Pager Power  

Cavendish Counselling  

Total Access Scaffolding Ltd  

Twig Services – Independent Insurance  

Introduction Company  

Cubic Global Ltd  

Talent Ninja Ltd  

The Clothes Attic  

The Chiropractic Clinic Sudbury  

C2IT Bookkeeping  

Kboas  

Digivita Ltd  

Cornard Consulting Services  

Lexden Computer Services Ltd  

Zenco Plumbing and Heating Ltd  
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This shows the mix of businesses located within the centre.    

4.11 Summary on Existing Premises  
  

• The location of businesses, usually in small clusters, tend to house a mix of business types and 
also sizes of businesses.   

• Where new development comes to market this is quickly let.  Within these spaces there are a 
mix of unit sizes, or the flexibility to change to suit market demand.  

• In certain areas, such as Stowmarket there are gaps in provision, such as some space for 2 or 3 
desks, but a void in the graduation space.  

• In Mid Suffolk the businesses are located along key transport routes, but much more dispersed in 

rural locations in Babergh.  There are clusters around the Babergh towns, but key infrastructure 

routes like  the A12 appear to be under utilised.  

• There is limited incubator, serviced offices and co-working spaces across the two districts.  

• There is an increased rental income from office compared to industrial, the greatest difference 

in Babergh is for under 500 sq ft and between 4001 – 10000 sq ft (however, in this bracket they 

are all under 5000 sq ft).  It is in these two size spaces for offices where there is the greatest 

rent per sq ft, closely followed by 501 – 1000 sq ft. Within Mid Suffolk there is again the difference 

in industrial and office, however spread across the office space the costs are comparable for 1 – 
2500 sq ft office spaces.  

• There are limited industrial units under 1000 sq ft, giving limited access to workshop type space.  
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5.0 Thoughts on the Current Market  

As well as the data on the previously let and sold and currently available to buy or lease, a number of 

interviews were held with local commercial agents working in the Babergh and Mid Suffolk areas.  As 

the direct link between the businesses and the owners/landlords they act as a useful guide on what is 

in demand, where investors have and want to invest and where future developments would be 

beneficial.  This part of the data is based on conversations around the following themes, with some of 
these themes coming out of the analysis in section 4.0:  

  

• What size and types of premises are in demand?  

• Where are these premises located?  

• Why has there been more speculative new build in the Mid Suffolk area?  

• Office vs industrial space – which is in greater demand and where is there over supply?  

• Are there areas where there is greater churn in occupants/sales?  

• How does the costs within Babergh and Mid Suffolk compare with other areas?  

• What is the quality of the stock and what impact does this have on the costs and uptake?  

  

Those that participated in the responses are as follows:  

  

Ewan Dodds (ED) – Whybrow  

Gordan Birchall (GB) – Birchall Steele  

Simon Burton (SB) – Barker Storey Matthews  

  

Some of the respondents cover the two districts, whilst some have more experience and knowledge of 

either Babergh or Mid Suffolk, however, the spread of responses and discussions meant that there was 

sufficient insight on the whole of the two areas to allow key points to be drawn.  The following is a 

summary of these key points and trends/observations.  

  

The investment market is still nervous around new development and investment, this has been the 

picture since 2007.  Due to this stagnation there is some pent-up demand which is resulting in some 

investment.  The A14 was seen as a key influencer in demand, but ED reported that there is a small 

amount of pent up demand in most of the towns within the district.  ED felt that he didn’t see 

Stowmarket as a mega hub for investment in its current offering, however, if land is bought to market 

at a sensible offer then there is the opportunity.  SB reported that there has been success with 

developments around the Cedars area of Stowmarket.  The developments that have been successful in 

this area, and felt would continue to be successful, are in the 1000 – 3000 sq. ft industrial space.  This 

size of premises remains popular and tends to add up financially from an investment perspective.  

Around the Stowmarket area the recent larger developments, it is felt, may have assisted with some of 

the infrastructure costs, therefore making investment here more viable.  The Atex Park is an example 

where loan-funding through the Growing Places fund has assisted with infrastructure costs, enabling this 
site to be developed.  

  

ED advised that other local authorities have been playing a role in bringing parcels of land through to 

developed sites, so maybe now was the time for these Districts.  Private investment is also starting to 

come through, such as Lion Barn Industrial Estate, would be good to see more of this.  

  

The land costs and build costs have meant that it is often difficult to make an investment in new units 

stack up, which has restricted the new spaces coming to the market.  This has resulted in limited 

availability across the market and was reported by all agents who participated.  The result in this limited 

availability has meant that many businesses are choosing alternative locations to where they would 

actually like to and being located in secondhand type units, that are often below the standard they 

require.  The compromise on these alternative locations are often poor parking or poor 

infrastructure/accessibility.  This is pushing people into the more rural locations.  SB felt that should 

new development be built in prime areas, such as Bury St Edmunds, the relatively small difference in 

costs would mean that businesses would go there over the new developments in areas such as 

Stowmarket and Woolpit.  
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A concern was raised over the retention of existing anchor businesses, such as Bosch in Stowmarket and 

Celotex in Hadleigh.  If these businesses were to fail or relocate then there would be a detrimental 

impact on the surrounding business premises and occupancy.  If these were to fail they are in sites that 

don’t lend themselves to alternatively occupation without some redevelopment.  The market is such 

that any redevelopment is likely to look at the highest land value possible and that residential would be 
a consideration before redevelopment to commercial.  

  

GB set out that where existing businesses wanted to expand, in areas such as Sudbury, there is limited 

land availability to support this.  The sites that do exist are in different areas, such as Brantham or the 

former sugar beet site (Eastern Gateway) and therefore would require businesses to relocate.  If this 

was the case, this would fuel the concern raised above on anchor occupants relocating.  There is also 

lots of discussion and activity when a large company announces a relocation to an area.  At present 

there is lots of discussion around Hopkins Homes moving to Bury St Edmunds, highlighting the importance 

of what an anchor employer can do to an area.  Case Studies 5.1 and 5.2 show two 

manufacturing/construction businesses that have experienced issue with finding appropriate sites.  

  

  

Case Study 5.1: TMJ Interiors, Bildeston  

  

TMJ Interiors was established in 1981, quickly growing into a purposefully built 36,000 sq. 

ft building.  Over the years they have continually invested in the site, with a 12,000 sq. 

ft office being added in 2003, a dedicated training centre in 2016 and a 8.160 sq. ft spray 

booth in 2017.  Currently under way is new 9,300 sq. ft building to house new CNC and 
panel saw machinery (www.tmjinteriors.com/our-story).  

  

Future plans for the business include the building of a new storage facility.  They currently 

rent storage space in Marks Tey, Essex and were looking at a Stowmarket site.  However, 

the land costs where so high that they have looked elsewhere and are currently exploring 
options in Bury St Edmunds as this location suits transportation to their London market.  

  

When asked what have been the challenges faced in expanding the business TMJ advised:  

• Availability of affordable/reasonably priced land in close proximity to existing location  

• The changing price of land, offered at one price but fluctuations and inflation impact this  

• A14 access is important, offered sites in Woolpit but logistics to A14 not easy. Have looked 
at Stowmarket, but faced issues above  

• Time is an issue, many sites won’t come to fruition for a couple of years  

• Understand may need to be split over two sites but the road network needs to support 

this.  

  

     

 

Case Study 5.2: Smart Garden Offices, Thurston  

  

Established in 2001, original in Ashbocking within a number of old farm buildings that 

were utilised as the business grew.  In 2015 the business received a grant from the New 

Anglia LEP Growing Business Fund.  This was part of a £750,000 larger investment to 

relocate the business to a new dedicated site in Thurston.  Initially the business looked 

closer to their existing site, however, were unable to find a suitable size premises that 

also offered room for expansion.  The grant was £80,000 to support the creation of 8 

jobs, including 3 apprenticeships.  The new site offers 15,000 sq. ft of factory space, 

set within 2.5 acres.  This is three times the space they had and in 2015 was already 
increasing production by 30%.   
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The new site now houses their own mill, 3 CNC machines, a paint shop, offices and 

space for the fleet of delivery and installation vehicles.  This is a company that prides 

itself on its UK and Suffolk heritage, and has grown out of the rise in people needing a 

space to work from home.  

      (www.smartgardenoffices.co.uk) (www.newangliagrowthhub.co.uk)   

  

One key point is the easy of accessing major transport routes, such as the A14.  There are already signs 

of this with the speculative developments starting occur, but this appears to under utilise the network 

of the A12.  There are also further challenges around original infrastructure and land cost acting as a 

barrier.  However, where infrastructure has started to appear there have been success in developing 
these sites.  

  

A further reoccurring theme was the investment in 1000 – 3000 sq. ft industrial unit, firstly as this stood 

up to financial assessments, which is not always the case for the same size office builds due to the 

higher build costs, but as this is where business demand existed.  This demand is because of a number 

of influences.  The business landscape across the two districts in predominately SME’s, therefore this 

size suits them.  Whereas the larger businesses tend to be national businesses, and not only do they 

need larger premises but factors around logistics become more important.  These smaller size units are 

often on more flexible terms, which suits the often more turbulent finances that can exist in SMEs, 

where they have a greater focus on shorter term survival than a 5-10 year lease.  This size space also 

brings with it a range of businesses that want to occupy the premises.  Whilst the space may be 

industrial, there are enquiries from leisure type businesses as well as trade counter type businesses.  

This increases the demand for these types of premises, thus reducing potential voids and making this a 

more lucrative investment.  The insight suggests that a mix of sizes across a development increases this 

demand and also gives businesses a range of options to migrate across different spaces.  However, there 

were a couple of issues that were highlighted with this type of unit.  Firstly, there is the potential to 

flood the market and therefore reduce the rental income and in turn affect the build vs income issue.  

Secondly, this mix of uses is hampered by planning restrictions.  The Local Authorities tend to grant for 

B1, B2 and B8 class uses, however, the ability for A Classes to be added to the mix makes not only 

investment more desirable but gives flexibility to the type of business that can occupy, as well as the 
potential new business types on the horizon.  Case study 5.3 shows a successful local example of this.  

  

   Case Study 5.3: Masterlord Village, Ipswich  

  

Materlord Village is as it describes a village of a  range of business units, ranging from 

140 ft to  25,000sq ft.  They offer flexible terms and spaces,  from service office space 

and meeting rooms or  individual units.  These units offer a range of  businesses, 

including professional services,  health and fitness services, ICT, charities,  

construction, retail, and logistics as some of the tenants.  This range of sizes, 

businesses and the location means that there is limited availability. Current availability 
indicates that the only available space is Office 17 for 5- 

7 people and within Epsilon House.an office for 2-4 people.   

  

The village offers an environment for businesses to meet 

and network.  There is on site café giving a further place 

to meet or shared eating space.  The full capacity gives a 

vibrance to the area, giving a vibe of success.  The 

newness of the buildings meets the need for purposefully 

designed office space and workshop type spaces, along 

with parking and good fibre broadband.  These are needs 

identified by businesses in the questionnaires. The space 

also includes hot desk spaces and virtual offices.  

                                            (www.masterlord.co.uk)  
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Whilst it is known that a change of class can be remedied through the planning system, this adds time 
to a transaction.  SB raised the important point that businesses need to do things quickly.  It needs to 
be made as easy as possible.  There are enough distractions in the market and for businesses generally 
if a process is slowed down then there is a tendency for this to fail.  We saw speed of development as 
one of the issues within Case Study 5.1.  This is particularly important when you are pushing a less 
desirable location.  As previously set out some of the more rural locations within Babergh and Mid 
Suffolk are less desirable, and should alternatives appear in key strategic towns with the right 
infrastructure, businesses will locate here, particularly as the costs are negligible.  
  

One comment was received on incubator space.  Where true serviced and managed incubator space 

exists, this is highly popular.  It gives the space people need with easy and flexible lease terms.  

However, from an investment perspective this is challenging as the build costs are higher and the 

management adds to the overhead, slowing down the return on the original investment.  Yet, these 

spaces remain a fundamental part pf the workplace landscape as the opener for many businesses into 

their first business premises.  It also follows that the leasing of spaces between the 200 – 300 sq. ft 

bracket are popular.  Where whole buildings, such as Stevens House in Stowmarket, have become vacant 

and it has proved difficult to lease as a whole, yet when they are sub-divided into rooms the offer is 

more attractive.  However, the challenge with Stevens House is parking and therefore it is felt this is 

one of the types of compromise that business make due to the shortage of supply.  Broadband was 

another compromise identified, which is a result of being pushed into more rural locations.  These 

compromises will have more of an influence should development occur in more strategic and prime 

locations, meaning that businesses will look at these areas over the ones where they are currently forced 

to compromise on.  

  

A further comment on infrastructure was made on the demand for large warehouses in Sudbury being 

low as the communications are poor, however, home grown businesses are happy to take B1 and B2 

spaces in this area, with demand strong as there is a lack of provision.  Sudbury and Hadleigh appear to 

be areas that don’t appear to have the most obvious transport links, yet businesses want to be located 

in these areas.  This may be linked to the housing and population numbers as people desire to reduce 

travel and bring a work/life balance.  With new housing comes the need for jobs, therefore there is the 

opportunity to develop economic spaces where housing projects are proposed, as well as larger existing 

population.  Where speculative development has been slow in Babergh there is the opportunity to link 
this to areas of new housing development.  

  

The connection that the A14 was a recurring theme across all the discussion, with the new developments 

identified as being successful and quickly occupied being located in areas off of the A14, such as Claydon, 

Great Blakenham, Stowmarket, Woolpit and Elmswell.  The new developments appear to be investor 

driven for lease.  As the sales data showed there are few opportunities to acquire space for own 

businesses to develop.  Where premises have been sold or are a plot for building, these tend to be in 

one off location rather than a site of mixed use or larger development.  The marketing around the Atex 

Business Park highlights the importance again of the anchor employer committing to an area, in this 

case Screwfix, before others will then follow to the smaller units.  Enquiries into smaller freehold units 

are received by businesses, but the limited availability means there aren’t many transactions in this 

area.  SB also stated that when trying to encourage a Design and Build solution it is challenging at these 

are often not in the desirable locations.  GB reported that the freehold market is red hot due to lack of 

supply and the availability of cheap money.  There has been an increase of investors coming into the 
market as they move from residential investments, this is pushing prices up, but yields down.  

  

Creating a viable reason to invest in an area is proven to assist investment.  This relies on the 

partnerships and collaboration of a number of stakeholders to promote and encourage investment.  The 

shift in marketing material by New Anglia LEP to the East as a whole is one of these recent initiatives.  

One of these is shown in Case Study 5.4 and the Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor demonstrating the 

power or partnerships and collaboration.  

  

The lack of available space means that the secondhand units are being occupied as a compromise, but 

this doesn’t appear to be businesses first choice.  If there was more new space available, SB felt that 
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this would create movement from the smaller units to the 1000 – 3000 sq. ft areas, this would create 

some churn in the market.  However, this has to be balanced with the previous comments on not flooding 

the market and avoiding vacating some sites resulting in these changing to residential as this creates 

the greatest land value.   

  

Brexit was mentioned and the uncertainties around this suggested that the investment in the smaller 

industrial units was a better investment.  The reasons for this were cited as smaller businesses are less 

interested in Brexit as they just have to get on with their day to day business, irrespective of some of 
the external political turbulence.  

  

GB reported that the landscape appeared to be an oversupply of retail space and an under supply of 
industrial space, and a balance on the office space.  He felt this was uniform across the district.  

  

SB reported that the demand on the smaller, 200 – 300 sq. ft units meant that when available this end 

of the market looked after itself, as did the larger units, it was the section in the middle that posed the 

most challenges.  However, GB reported that once you get past the 10000 sq. ft the interest starts to 

dwindle.  This may be why this area looks after itself as there is less availability.  Furthermore, GB felt 

that the interest across the 1000 – 10000 sq. ft sizes showed the same demand, but with build costs 
outstripping values the speculative development remains low.  

  

     

  Case Study 5.4: Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor         

  

The tech corridors vision is about being the home of technology that shapes the future 

of food, energy, medicine and mobility.  Demonstrating how the technology sector 

cuts across a number of different sectors and isn’t just the tech industry.  The tech 

corridor offers 100km of opportunities across Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Norfolk for 

start-ups, growing business and investors.  Through these country and regional 

partnerships it is bringing stakeholders together to grow and support new and 

established businesses.    

  

This isn’t just an area linked by a 

road network, along this area 

exists the two airports of 

Stansted and Norwich, 4 

universities, 20 research parks, 

55,000 jobs and £27.3 billion 

economy.  Since 2010 there has 

been a 40% increase in 

employment in this area, 

compared to 14% across the rest 

of the UK.  

  

There are 4 identified clusters in the corridor these are:  

• Agritech, agrifood, genetics and bio science  

• IT, AI, robotics, digital sensors and big data  

• Advanced engineering, manufacturing and materials  

• Life science, med tech and pharma  

Case studies where successful investment has been achieved through the partnership working 
include areas such as Snetterton.  

  

Stowmarket and Adastral Park are identified as on the fringes of the tech corridor.  

(www.techcorridor.co.uk)  
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6.0 Previous Demand and Evidence Based Research  

As previously set out this report will not set out to duplicate the previous research but draw from it as 
an additional data set.  There are three key reports that have been used to previously to influence the 
evidence base of the business landscape and business needs.  These are:  

  

• Babergh and Mid Suffolk Local Plan: Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 

(SHELAA) July 2019  

• Ipswich and Waveney Economic Areas: Employment Land Needs Assessment March 2016  

• Ipswich Economic Area Sector Needs Assessment: Final Report September 2017  

  

There is also an additional Stowmarket Technology Hub Feasibility Study, which looks at the need for a 
technology hub specifically within the Stowmarket area.  This repeats much of the labour market data 
in Section 3.0.  
  

All these reports pull together an evidence base to set out the needs in the district for economic land 

supply and the future needs of businesses.  

  

Within the Ipswich Economic Area Sector Needs Assessment (IEASN) the demand analysis draws on the 

survey responses of the Ipswich and Waveney Economic Areas: Employment Land Needs Assessment 

(IWEA).  Whilst this survey appears to focus on Waveney and the Ipswich Economic sector, the survey 

responses where across all Suffolk Districts and both reports undertaken by the same organisation, 
therefore this data has been carried across to the wider IEASN study.  

  

Within this study there were 92 responses.  The breakdown on the location of these businesses in each 

district is as follows:  

  

Babergh: 7 Respondents (8%)  

Ipswich: 27 Respondents (29%)  

Mid Suffolk: 17 Respondents (19%)  

Suffolk Coastal: 16 Respondents (17%)  

Waveney: 25 Respondents (27%)  Source IWEA Study (Nathan Lichfield and Partners, 2016)  

  

As this survey responses were focused around Ipswich and Waveney we would expect to see higher 

numbers of responses in these areas.  Of the responses received the precise locations of the responses 

is as shown in Figure 6.1.  With only 7 responses for the Babergh study the key areas of Hadleigh and 

Wherstead have no respondents and only one for Sudbury.  Mid Suffolk isn’t a much better picture with 

only one respondent for Stowmarket and Needham Market and three for the outskirts of Ipswich.  These 

are all locations identified as key economic clusters in both our supply analysis and the IWEA and IEASN 
studies.  

  

That said the responses act as a guide of some of the businesses in the area and can be used to identify 

if there are any similarities in the responses to this study. At the time of the report the level of response 
received was considered a good level as it compared with previous studies.  

  

The detailed responses are not known, however, some headline statistics are given for Babergh and Mid 
Suffolk.  These are set out below.  
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Figure 6.1: Location of Business Respondents within IWEA Study (Nathan Lichfield and Partners, 2016)  

6.1  Babergh IWEA Study Key Points  
  

The following statistics are based on the responses received to the demand study undertaken in 2016 

Ipswich and Waveney Economic Areas: Employment Land Needs Assessment.  These set out the headline 

items identified in this research for this district.  

  

Of the 7 respondents within Babergh, 60% occupy office space, 40% occupy industrial space and 20% base 

their business at home.  The location of these are in a range of sites including town centre locations, 

urban and rural sites and industrial areas (Note: that some respondents indicated warehouse and office 

space uses, therefore the total is greater than 100%).  

  

Factors that influence their choice of premises are the quality and costs, provision of parking, whilst 

internet speed, quality of the local environment and access to road and rail networks were the main 

factors influencing their location choice.  

  

Of the 7 businesses surveyed, 80% indicated that their current premises were about right in terms of 

space requirements.  The perceived quality of the buildings and sites within Babergh was greater than 

the wider area surveyed.  However, their satisfaction with the location of businesses was lower than 

the rest of the surveyed area.  

  

Again 80% of the surveyed businesses expect to expand in terms of land and premises in the future, 

whilst 25% suggested they had previously had difficulties in the finding suitable premises in the area to 

locate too.  Whilst we do not have the original source data this figure seems to contrast with the above 

80% who suggested their current premises where about right, suggesting they were right at the time of 
the survey but not the long-term future of the businesses.  

  

It was suggested that the most common type of space needed to support expansion was office 
accommodation.  

  

Weaknesses identified with Babergh as a business location were internet seed, local road networks and 

lack of skilled workers.  The strategic connections provided by the A12 and A14, and rail links to London 
were identified as a key advantage (Lichfield, 2016)  
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6.2  Mid Suffolk IWEA Study Key Points  
  

As with 6.1 above the following statistics are based on the responses received to the demand study 
undertaken in 2016 Ipswich and Waveney Economic Areas: Employment Land Needs Assessment.  

  

Of the 17 respondents 53% are located within office space, 24% within industrial space, 18% homeworking 

and 6% in warehouse space (to give some context 6% is one respondent) (Note: that some respondents 

indicated warehouse and office space uses, therefore the total is greater than 100%).  These premises 
are indicated as being in business and industrial parks, urban and rural sites.  

  

The primary factors that were identified by businesses in Mid Suffolk that influence their premises 

choices were quality and cost of space.  Whilst access to road networks, internet speeds, quality of local 

environment and access to regional and local markets were identified as factors influencing their 

choices.  There appeared to be more importance placed on the running costs, security and access to 

road networks that in the wider Ipswich Economic area.  

  

Of the 17 respondents 69% indicated their premises and sites are about right in regard to space 

requirements, whilst 25% indicated that they didn’t have enough space to meet their needs. These 

businesses indicated they required further office, industrial and storage space.  There was a lower 
perceived quality of premises and satisfaction with their location compared to the wider study area.  

  

As with the Babergh respondents, 69% indicated that they expected to expand, with 50% indicated 

previous issues with finding suitable premises.  These difficulties related to a lack of high quality or 

fitfor-purpose office premises within desired locations.  Inadequate parking in business parks was 

identified as a key difficulty.  This is something that was highlighted in the Agents interviews in section 

5.0 and the compromises businesses are having to make.  

  

Key weaknesses in Mid Suffolk were poor internet connection and limited road accessibility of some local 

areas.  The key advantages included the strategic links with the A14, close proximity to port activities, 
cheaper commercial premises and fewer traffic congestion on local roads.  

  

6.3 Babergh and Mid Suffolk Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment  

(SHELAA)  
  

A further important consideration when identifying the business needs for workspaces is, where there is 

insufficient supply in work space does the land exist to provide these spaces.  the SHELAA includes the 

economic land availability and we have reviewed this to identify where development land has been 

identified that matches with the strategic areas that businesses wish to be located in.  The availability 

of land within the SHELAA is based on the landowner/promoter having expressed and intention to 

develop or sell the site for development and there are no known legal constraints.  This availability is 

within the timeframe of 0-5 years, from the time of the publication of the Draft SHELAA (2019), so some 

time has passed and some of these areas may have been developed, but this brief assessment acts a 

tool to see if demands meet the identified supply of land.  The detailed analysis of the sites is contained 

within the SHELAA, this is purely a mapping exercise based on existing data and sites identified as 

currently developable.  The SHELAA covers both residential and economic/employment development 
sites.  This analysis is only on the economic sites.  

  

The following table, Figure 6.2, outlines the high-level details of the site identified for employment land 

use within the SHELAA.  This identifies the location, the size, the existing and proposed use and its 
estimated delivery.   
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Parish/ 

District  

Location  District 
Babergh 
or 
 Mi
d  

Suffolk  

Size 

(Ha)  

Existing/  

Proposed Use  

Suitability  Estimated 

delivery 

(Years)  

Eye  Land at Eye  

Airfield  

MS  -  Former  

airfield, 
existing 
 part 
industrial,  
part  vacant, 

agricultural 

and 

employment  

Suited  to  

employment 

land due to 

existing business 

parks  

0-5   

Woolpit  Land south of 

Elmswell  

MS    Existing  

agriculture, 

proposed 

 for 

employment  

Considered 

suitable due to 

strategic 

transport link  

0-5   

Barham  East  of  

Norwich  

Road,  

Barham  

MS  34.40  Existing  

Agricultural – a 
residential  
lead scheme 

with possible 

retail and 

employment 

considerations  

Recommended  

smaller 
development 
therefore 
 may  

exclude 

employment 

allocation  

0-5  

Bramford  Land East of  

Bramford  

Road/B1067  

MS  11.10  Existing 

agricultural, 

equestrian and 

residentials.  

Proposed 

employment  

Suitable as 
available and 
good strategic  
links  

0-5  

Chilton  The Hollies,  

Chilton  

Airfield,  

Chilton  

B  12.70  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment  

Possible 

unknowns about 

attractiveness of 

site, but on 

balance seen as 

suitable  

0-5   

Chilton  Adj Chilton 
Woods Site  
(West)  

B  26.10  Agricultural 
and 
residential – 
allocated as 
employment 
within core  

strategy  

Suitable – within 

Core Strategy  

6-15  

Chilton  Adj Chilton 
Woods Site  
(East)  

B  1.59  Agricultural 
and 
residential – 
allocated as 
employment 
within core  
strategy  

Suitable – within 

Core Strategy  

6-15  
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Claydon  Hill  View  

Farm,  

Claydon  

MS  3.1  Existing 

agricultural 

and 

commercial, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Suitable with 

improved road 

access  

0-5  

 

Parish/ 

District  

Location  District 
Babergh 
or 
 Mi
d  

Suffolk  

Size 

(Ha)  

Existing/  

Proposed Use  

Suitability  Estimated 

delivery 

(Years)  

Claydon  Land to west 

A14  

MS  4.26  Existing  

vacant 

 land, 

proposed 

employment B1  

Suitable with 

good strategic 

access  

0-5  

Claydon  Land West of 
Old Ipswich  
Road  

MS  0.84  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Considered 

suitable subject 

to local impact  

0-5  

Combs  Land to East 
of Tannery  
Road  

MS  9.00  Existing 

commercial 

and industrial 

– extension of 

this use  

Some  existing 
vacancy 
 which 
questions 
market 
attractiveness.  
A proposed mix 
use  with 
residential 
 led and 
 B1 
 uses.   
More suitable for 

employment use.  

0-5  

Copdock and 

Washbrook  

Land  

between  

 London  Rd  

and A12  

B  1.25  Previously 

agricultural 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Excellent 

strategic 

transport links, 

therefore 

suitable  

0-5  

Copdock and 

Washbrook  

 Land  East  

London Rd   

B  30.26  Previously 
agricultural 
proposed 
employment  
(B1)  

Good access to 

A12 and Ipswich, 

needs  to 

consider 

 local 

impact  

0-5  

Copdock and 

Washbrook  

Land West 
London Road 
and South  
Folly Lane  

B  10.5  Previously 

agricultural 

proposed 

employment 

(B2/B8)  

Impact of 

flooding to be 

consider but 

considered 

suitable  

0-5  
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Copdock and 

Washbrook  

Land  North 

Elm Lane  

B  9.40  Previously 

agricultural 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Good  strategic 

transport links, 

needs  to 

consider 

residential 

impact, however, 

suitable  

0-5  

Copdock and 

Washbrook  

Land South 
London Road 
and West of  
Mill Lane   

B  26.00  Previously 

agricultural 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Good  strategic 

transport links, 

needs  to 

consider 

residential 

impact, however, 

suitable  

0-5  

 

Parish/ 

District  

Location  District 
Babergh 
or 
 Mi
d  
Suffolk  

Size 

(Ha)  

Existing/  

Proposed Use  

Suitability  Estimated 

delivery 

(Years)  

Drinkstone  Land West of  

Tostock Road 
and South  
A14  

Ms  9.07  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Close to A14, but 

access via A14 

from Woolpit to 

be considered  

6-15  

Elmsett  Land South of 
Corn Hatches  
Lane  

B  8.16  Existing  

agricultural  

 and  part  

airfield, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Parts of the site 
are developed, 
but some areas 
are vacant, 
could provide 
extension to  
existing 

activities  

0-5  

Elmswell  Grove Lane  MS  14.40  Agricultural 
adjacent 
industrial, 
proposed 
employment  
(B1/B2)  

Considered  

suitable if 
consider traffic 
impact through  

Elmswell  

0-5  

Eye  Eye Airfield,  

Langton  

Green  

MS  13.70  Agricultural 

existing with 

proposed 

mixed use of 

office, light 

industrial 

(B2/B8)  

Considered 
suitable but 
impact on  
adjacent 

residential to be 

considered  

0-5  
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Great 

Cornard  

Land North of 

Newton Road  

B  11.51  Existing  

agricultural  

 with  some  

redundant 
buildings, 
proposed 
employment  
(B1/B2/B8)  

 and  some  

housing  

2019 review 
suggest revised 
site area to 
include housing – 
left at current 
size  for  

employment 

opportunities.  

6-15  

Hadleigh   Lady  Lane  

Employment  

Allocation  

B  6.6  Existing  

vacant and 
agricultural. 
Proposed for 
employment  
use in 2006  

plan  

Site allocated in 

2006 local plan  

6-15  

Hadleigh  Land to the 
East if Frog  
Hall Lane  

B  34.00  Existing  

agricultural, 
allocated for 
employment  
land  

Site allocated in  

 2014  core  

strategy  

0-5  

Long  

Melford  

Land East of 
High Street 
and 
Harefield  
 Road  and  

West of A134  

B  20.95  Existing 

agricultural.  

Proposed 

employment 

B1.  

Excellent 

strategic 

transport links  

6-15  

 

Parish/ 

District  

Location  District 
Babergh 
or 
 Mi
d  

Suffolk  

Size 

(Ha)  

Existing/  

Proposed Use  

Suitability  Estimated 

delivery 

(Years)  

Mendlesham   Land  at  

Mendlesham  

Airield  

MS  79.60  Existing 

agricultural 

proposed 

employment 

B2/B8  

Well located for 
A140 and next to 
existing  
employment 

site.  

0-5  

Mendlesham  Tower  

Reclamation  

MS  3.00  Existing  

salvage 

 and 

reclamation, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Suitable subject 
to improvement 
to access and 
impact on  
existing 

residential  

6-15  

Mendlesham  Land to East 

of Norwich 

Road  

MS  17.80  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Well located for 
A140 and next to 
existing  
employment 

site.  

0-5  
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Mendlesham  Land to North 
of  
Chapel Lane  

MS  0.85  Existing 
agricultural, 
proposed 
employment  
B8  

Considered  

suitable,  

however scale 
needs to take 
account of  

traffic impact  

0-5  

Needham 

Market  

Council 

Offices  

MS  1.3  Existing 

offices 

proposed 

offices B1  

Considered 

suitable due to 

existing 

 office 

use.  

0-5  

Needham 

Market  

Council  

Offices 

 car 

park  

MS  0.58  Existing 

 car 

park proposed 

offices B1  

Considered 

suitable due to 

existing 

associated office 

use.  

0-5  

Rickinghall  Land East of 

Rectory Hill 

and South of 

The Street  

MS  17.40  Existing  

agricultural 

proposed non 

specified 

employment 

use.  

Considered 
suitable location 
but  

consideration on 

impact 

 with 

neighbouring 

land and CA  

0-5  

Sproughton  Former Sugar 

Beet Factory  

B  14  Part former 

factory and 

vacant/ 

undeveloped, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Considered  

suitable  

although 

 some 

contamination 

issues  

6-15  

Sproughton  Poplar Lane  B  4  Existing 
agricultural 
and 
residential.   
Allocated as 
employment 
under core  
strategy  

Identified  in 

core strategy  

0.5  

 

Parish/ 

District  

Location  District 
Babergh 
or 
 Mi
d  

Suffolk  

Size 

(Ha)  

Existing/  

Proposed Use  

Suitability  Estimated 

delivery 

(Years)  

Stonham  

Earl  

Land to 
North of 
A1120 and 
East Church  

Lane  

MS  4.73  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Considered  

 suitable  as  

existing adjacent 
employment and 
strategic 
 road  
links  

0-5  
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Stowmarket   Land  south  

 West  of  

Needham  

Road  

MS  12.20  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2)  

Good strategic 

links and market 

attractiveness 

due to adjacent 

business park  

0-5  

Stowmarket  Land North 
East of Tot  
Hill  

MS  1.16  Existing 

amenity, 

Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Considered 

suitable  

0-5  

Stowmarket  Mill Lane  MS  79.20  Existing 
agricultural, 
proposed 
employment, 
open space, 
leisure and  
recreation  

 Identified  in  

Stowmarket  

Area Action Plan  

0-5  

Stowmarket   Land  to  

South of Gun  

Cotton Way  

MS  11.10  Existing open 

space, 

proposed 

employment  

 Identified  in  

Stowmarket  

Area Action Plan  

0-5  

Sudbury  Land to the  

 North  of  

Springlands  

Way  

B  65.00  Existing 

agricultural, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

 Good  access  

infrastructure, 

considered 

suitability  

0-5  

Sudbury  Land to the  

 East  of  

Waldringfield  

Road and 
North of  
Church Field  

Road  

B  11.00  Existing  

vacant 

 site, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Considered 

suitable 

 but 

consideration 

for Chilton Hill 

impact.  

0-5  

Tostock  Land South of  

New Road and 
North of  
A14  

MS  1.45  Existing 
agricultural 
and grassland, 
proposed 
employment  

B1  

Considered  

suitable subject 
to further  
investigation  

6-15  

Wetherden   Land  to  

North of New  

Haughley  

Street  

MS  5.00  Existing 
agricultural 
and grassland, 
proposed 
employment  
B8  

A well located 

site, 

consideration 

towards impact 

on housing and 

current uses.  

6-15  

Parish/ 

District  

Location  District 
Babergh 
or 
 Mi
d  

Suffolk  

Size 

(Ha)  

Existing/  

Proposed Use  

Suitability  Estimated 

delivery 

(Years)  
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Wherstead  Land 
between the 
Street  and  
A14  

B  3.2  Existing  

agricultural,  

offices  and  

residential,  

proposed 
 for 
employment  
use  

Allocated in the 
Babergh Local  
Plan 2006  

6-15  

Woolpit  Land to East 
of A1088,  
Heath Road  

MS  1.4  Existing green 
open space,  
Existing 

agricultural 

and grassland, 

proposed 

employment 

B1/B2/B8  

Excellent access 
to A14 and  
strategic 

transport links.  

0-5  

Woolpit  Goldstar  

Transport  

Ltd, Elmswell  

Road  

MS  9.9  Existing B1 and 
B8,  
Existing 
agricultural 
and grassland, 
proposed 
employment  
B1/B8  

Existing 
employment use 
so 
 considere
d  
suitable  

0-5  

Woolpit  Land  to  

South of Old 
Stowmarket  
Road and 
North East  
A14  

MS  1.3  Existing 
agricultural, 
proposed 
industrial and 
warehousing  
(B2/B8)  

Attractiveness  

unknown but 

transport links 

make it suitable  

0-5  

Woolpit  West  of  

Warren Lane,  

East of A14  

MS  17.04  Existing 
agricultural, 
proposed 
employment 
(B1/B2/B8) 
and  service 
station 
 lorry 
park  (Sui  
generis)  

Good strategic 
transport links, 
need to consider 
impact on  
residential  

0-5  

Woolpit  South of A14  MS  4.30  Existing 

Sunday 

market/ 

 car 

boot  site, 

proposed 

employment 

(B1/B2/B8)  

Could form 

extension to 

neighbouring 

business park, 

good strategic 

transport links  

6-15  

Figure 6.2: Summary of Employment Sites identified in SHELAA (2019)  

  

Within the document there are 48 sites identified, whilst not all the sites give a size, where a size is 

provided this represents 665.4 ha of potential land in a 0-15 delivery period.  Across the districts there 

are 30 sites in Mid Suffolk, representing 369.18 ha of land identified.  Within Babergh there are only 18 

sites, however, these represent 296.22 ha of land.  The comparable size of available land between the 

two districts, yet nearly half are actually sites in Babergh, showing that Babergh consist on much large 
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sites, rather than smaller developments in Mid Suffolk.  This smaller site size may be one of the enabling 
factors to development and affordability in Mid Suffolk over Babergh.  

  

There are two Great Cornard sites at Newton Road which was originally shown in 2017 as an employment 

site, this has now been revised to a mixed use and a separate employment land site, with the residential 

having a suggestion of a revised area, 2 ha.  For the purposes of this study the site has been left at 11.51 

ha, but with the suggestion of a residential allocation it is likely that the employment will be reduced 

and possibly removed given the viability and land sale opportunities.  For the purposes of areas and 
allocation in this report we have only shown one site.  

  

Whilst compiling this research and report the 34 ha site in Hadleigh has been given permission for 170 

residential properties.  This site has been allocated as employment land since 2009 and despite being 

identified as a site that could be delivered in 0-5 years, has failed to happen.  The pressure for housing 

and the slow delivery of these employment sites means that the employment land allocations are coming 

under increased pressure and availability will continue to reduce.  

  

There are some sites where no designation is shown as they are suitable for residential or employment.  

Again, given viability and increased land sale potential we have assumed these as residential site 
allocations.  

  

The sites within Mid Suffolk tend to be associated with good strategic transport links, over that of 

Babergh.  

  

One comment raised in the agent discussions was a more mixed use planning approach including leisure 

and retail.  Only one Mid Suffolk site suggests this as an approach.  

  

The locations of the all the suitable sites shown in the SHELAA tend to have good connectivity to existing 

areas of employment land and often expand existing sites, this demonstrates that allocation should 

mirror where existing demand is located.  However, in Babergh the key areas of Hadleigh and Sudbury 

have few sites identified.  For Hadleigh there are two sites, both allocated in previous local plans, with 

an area of 40.6 h.  For Sudbury, again there are two sites with an area of 76 ha.  There are additional 

sites at Chilton, Great Cornard and Long Melford, which link to Sudbury, with an area of 72.85 ha.  These 

two areas, including greater Sudbury area equate to 189.45 ha of the 296.22 ha identified.  Of the 

remaining 106.77 ha, a further 18 ha is in Sproughton and a 77.41 ha in Copdock and Washbrook, leaving 
11.36 ha in the other key areas identified in the lease and sales data.  

  

As suggested in the market insight there is a need for housing developments and employment spaces to 

be considered in tandem.  People have a desire to live and work within close proximity, and achieve a 

better work/life balance.  Figure 6.3 set out the areas that have been identified as being significant 

housing allocations, eg over 150 houses in the SHELAA.  These areas offer opportunities to expand 

existing provision, but also where provision is lacking the opportunity to develop and attract new 
opportunities.  

  

We have started to see some employment land development in some areas such as Elmswell and Woolpit, 

but reviewing the new housing allocations, there is significant developments proposed in Hadleigh, 

Sproughton, Sudbury and its surrounding areas, Needham Market, Stowmarket and Thurston.  All areas 
for future economic growth to suit the increase in population.  
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Parish (Babergh)  SHELAA Dwelling Capacity  

Copdock and Washbrook  263  

East Bergholt  229  

Glemsford  175  

Great Cornard  500  

Hadleigh  1060  

Long Melford  405  

Sproughton  3370  

Sudbury  416  

Parish (Mid Suffolk)    

Bacton  201  

Barham  595  

Botesdale and Rickinghall  251  

Bramford  295  

Debenham  662  

Elmswell  354  

Eye  250  

Haughley  188  

Needham Market  844  

Stowmarket  1703  

Stowupland  561  

Stradbroke  275  

Thurston  978  

Whitton  190  

Woolpit  709  

Figure 6.3: Locations of Significant Residential Development Allocations (SHELAA, 2019)  
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7.0 Business Reponses  

Questionnaires were pushed out to businesses through the Menta network and social media.  This was 

for a period of two weeks.  During this period 40 businesses responded to the survey.  The following is 

an analysis of the responses received.   

  

Of the 40 responses received 18 were located in Babergh and 15 in Mid Suffolk.  7 were located outside 

of these two districts.  Within the analysis of the data we have broken down the responses by district 

but also compared as a whole.  This is to identify if there were any different trends across the district 

or whether the responses were similar irrelevant of location.  This allows comparison with the analysis 

of existing data, such as location on strategic transport links or town locations, as was identified with 

the location of business premises let and sold.  If there is no difference between the two districts then 
data will only be shown as a whole set and therefore assumed that there are no clear differences.  

7.1  Who Responded  
  

When asked where do you work from, 67.50% stated they worked from home, 27.50% from an office and 

5% from a warehouse or industrial space.  Some of the respondents worked from alternative locations 

as they had more than one office.  This included one in Colchester and London, one in Elmsett, another 

in Claydon and Colchester, one in both Gt Blakenham and Needham Market and one in Bury St Edmunds 

and Sudbury.  Where there is more than one office it would appear that the other locations are still 

local to the East of England.  The higher percentage of working from home supports the data on business 

size explored in Section 3.0, however, this contrasts with the respondents in previous research where 
20% of respondents worked from home in Babergh  and 18% in Mid Suffolk (Lichfield, 2016).  

  

When we review the length of time respondents have been at a location, there is consistency irrespective 

of the location, with 15.38% of respondents being at their location for less than 12 months, 12.82% for 

1-2 years, 20.51% for 3-5 years and 51.28% for 5+ years.  This data sets demonstrates that there was a 

response across businesses of differing ages and length established in the location and that the majority 

had been established in the same location for over 5 years.  This matches with the assumptions made in 

the let and sales data where it shows an overarching trend for locations but given that businesses stay 

in one location for a period of time doesn’t pick up the longer leases.  

  

Our previous analysis of employment and sector data suggested that there was approximately 25% of 

those employed in Babergh and Mid Suffolk were self-employed.  Of the respondents 27.5% stated they 

were sole traders.  62% stated they were either a Ltd or LLP.  Unfortunately, we didn’t split this choice 

down into LTD and LLP as business that are of an LLP structure tend to also include self-employed due 

to the way partnerships are made up, eg they are not PAYE.  This percentage of self-employed suggests 

that there is always a demand for the home based or small office, and with indications that respondents 

don’t wish to grow suggests a stability in their location and premise needs.  Having identified areas of 

significant housing growth it suggests that opportunities for small incubator spaces could be located in 
areas close to these housing developments.  

  

The original questionnaire asked for respondents to identify the sector they worked in.  To allow 

comparisons with previous research and the growth areas identified by New Anglia LEP the sectors were 

based on previous LEP research, as set out in Appendix A.  However, once the survey was underway and 

the data collected it was evident that businesses within the two districts weren’t identifying themselves 

within these sectors.  Figure 7.1 identifies the sectors given by the 40 respondents to the survey.  Of 

the responses received 34 placed their selves in the other sector and only 6 under the given sectors.  

Fortunately, this question was set out as a free text box, so we were able to re-evaluate the analysis 
and categorise the businesses in line with the ONS sectors set out in Section 3.0.   

  

Following the re-categorisation, the breakdown by sector is shown in Figure 7.2.  As previously set out 

the highest sectors of business types in the two districts are Agriculture, Construction, Professional, 

Scientific and Technical.  The respondents don’t appear to reflect the representation of sectors in ONS 

statistics, but also that these businesses don’t recognise themselves in the NALEP sector groups.  
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However, this comes back to the initial labour market review about how businesses assign themselves 

to a category and that it doesn’t cover cross sector businesses or sector collaborations.  Business may 

identify as Professional, Scientific and Technical or Information Technology, but what they are creating 

could be in the agri-tech, prop-tech, food-tech or care-tech sectors.  If we take the businesses in Case 

Studies 5.1 and 5.2 they traditionally sit in manufacturing or construction.  However, the products and 

techniques that they are developing or working with, and the machinery to support this reflects 
advanced manufacturing businesses.  

  

 
Figure 7.1: Respondents by Sector, New Anglia LEP Industry Sectors  

  

 
Figure 7.2: Sector Breakdown for Respondents  

  

To identify if there were any splits in sector categories the data in Figure 7.2 was split into the three 

options on the survey in relation to location.  Figure 7.3 shows this split by Babergh, Mid Suffolk and 

Neither.  

  

 
Figure 7.3: Sector Breakdown for Respondents by Location  
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This split identifies that there is a mix across the two districts, with marginal more Information and 

Communication in Babergh and more Professional, Scientific and Technical in Mid Suffolk.  Across the 

districts as a whole we see strong Information and Communication and Professional, Scientific and 

Technical businesses.  When we reflect on this with the known NALEP data we can see opportunities to 

support these growth sectors to develop and invest, supporting them to grow their business, the NALEP 

Growth Advisors have demonstrated this in Case Study 5.2.    

Going back to the original responses we see the majority give a very simple description of their sector, 

such as IT, Coaching, Manufacturing etc.  Figure 7.4 gives the full list of responses received when asked 
about their sector, along with where do they work from and number of employees.  

  

Sector  Where work from  Number of Employees  

Construction  Office  0-5 Employees  

Manufacturing Engineering Consultancy  Home  0-5 Employees  

Entertainment, merchandise  Warehouse/Industrial  0-5 Employees  

Other - Other letting and operating of own or leased real 

estate  Office  0-5 Employees  

Training & Development (one business)  Health & Beauty 

(second business)  Home  0-5 Employees  

Digital Creative ICT  Home  0-5 Employees  

50% Business Support Services, 50% Genealogy, so probably 

100% 'other'?  Home  0-5 Employees  

Business coaching  Home  0-5 Employees  

Retail and wholesale  Office  0-5 Employees  

Manufacturing - Printing  Warehouse/Industrial  6-15 Employees  

Recycling/Waste disposal  Office  31-100 Employees  

Legal Services  Home  0-5 Employees  

Manufacturing and professional services  Office  31-100 Employees  

Computing  Home  0-5 Employees  

Financial services  Home  0-5 Employees  

Photography  Home  0-5 Employees  

IT  Home  0-5 Employees  

IT  Home  0-5 Employees  

Digital  Home  0-5 Employees  

On line Retail  Home  0-5 Employees  

Retail  Garden Centre  Office  15-30 Employees  

Business training  Home  0-5 Employees  

Automotive electrical  Home  0-5 Employees  

IT  Home  0-5 Employees  

Service  Home  0-5 Employees  

Want to work in animal boarding and therapy.  Home  0-5 Employees  

Education  Home  0-5 Employees  

IT  Home  0-5 Employees  

Virtual Administration  Home  0-5 Employees  

Business services  Home  6-15 Employees  

Arts  Office  100+ Employees  

Coaching  Home  0-5 Employees  

Business services- training  Office  0-5 Employees  

Law  Office  31-100 Employees  

Publishing  Home  0-5 Employees  
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Manufacturing  Home  0-5 Employees  

Publishing  Home  0-5 Employees  

IT and Print  Office  6-15 Employees  

Tech  Office  0-5 Employees  

Construction  Home  0-5 Employees  

Figure 7.4: Questionnaire Responses Showing Sector Response, Location and Employee Number  

  

Of the 40 responses, 9 work in IT, Tech, Computing or Digital Creative. Of these only 2 work in an office, 

the rest work at home and 8 of these employ less than 5 people.  Only the IT and print company employs 

6-15 employees.  The size doesn’t reflect the age of the business as these responses cover all the ranges 

of how long the business has been established.  

  

The businesses hat responded appear to exist within the growth areas but they appear to be hidden or 

under selling the activities that they are involved in.  It highlights the restrictive nature of categorising 

businesses and how this may not align with how business see themselves.  As has already been suggested 

that some sectors, such as digital creative, cut across sectors and therefore how these are recorded and 

identified can become more challenging.  Furthermore, the changing and emerging types of business 

and what they offer is likely to continue to change and develop faster than that of the sector categories 

emerging.  This suggests there is a role to play in raising aspirations of many of the existing businesses 

around what they are currently undertaking, but also t future business development and growth 

opportunities.  

  

One comment observed on another survey in the area is that the time of year restricts respondents from 

the agricultural sector.  This is one sector that is missing from the data set and as one of the biggest 

sectors in the district, it may be worth exploring additional research in this area.  However, given the 

spread of locations and business types it appears to support the previous analysis that there are no real 

clusters of business types and that most locations are a mix of sectors, adding to the diversity and 

vibrance of business locations.  

  

The mix and variety of businesses is one that was picked up in the sales and let data as well as the case 

studies.  The success of business parks, start up and incubator spaces, market attractiveness and 

therefore investment seems to rely on mix of business types and sizes.  Case Study 7.1 high lights the 
mix of businesses within start up spaces.  

  

The numbers employed appear to match the ONS data on business sizes, with the majority being SME’s 

and within that predominately micro businesses.  80% of respondents had 0-5 employees, 7.5% had 6-15 

employees, 2.5% 15-30 employees, 7.5% 31- 100 employees and 2.5% with over 100 employees.  The 

existing data shows us that across the two districts 89.54% of businesses were micro businesses.  The 

definition of a micro business appears to vary, but it is generally fewer than 10 employees and a turnover 
under £2million.  Respondents were not asked to give their turnover as part of the survey.  

  

Again, to support that a mix of businesses responded the breakdown of business structures was as 

follows. 62.5% Ltd or LLP, 27.5% Sole Traders, 2.5% were charities and 7.5% were classed as others.  The 

respondents that stated other as their business structure are an online retail company, a photography 

business and an established service sector business.  So, although the sample set was small we feel 

comfortable with the range of business types, age and size.  

  

To understand business needs with regards to their location, we asked respondents whereabouts do they 

work.  They were asked to tick all that apply.  60% of respondents worked in Suffolk, suggesting that 

40% work outside the county.  However, when we look at the raw data there are respondents that have 

not ticked Suffolk, but have ticked East of England, suggesting they do work in Suffolk.  We know that 

of our respondents 7 were located in neither Babergh or Mid Suffolk, but they may be located in other 

Suffolk districts, this could suggest that these work outside the county, however again when we look at 

the data we see that where those that have said they are located in neither district, there are 4 

respondents that have said they work in Suffolk and 1 that has said East of England and they work from 
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home, suggesting that these are based in other Suffolk Districts.  The sample respondents also showed 

a good spread of those that work nationally and globally, with 42.5% working in United Kingdom, 10% in 

Europe and 25% globally.  

  

A survey will also be limited by the information provided by the limited responses and these responses 

can be impacted by the source of the survey and the timing.  As suggested the time of year is not great 

for the agricultural sector, which would impact responses from this area.  The survey was also 

undertaken over the summer months when many people are away on leave.  However, through the 

analysis above we feel that the representation is in line with business size and type that are typical to 

the districts of Babergh and Mid Suffolk.  The responses are also not taken as a single source, they are 
combined with the other data sets to create a rounded picture of the economic situation.  

  

     

Case Study 7.1: MENTA Start up spaces – Vision Centre,  Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill  

  

Menta run two start up spaces in Suffolk, one in Bury St Edmunds and one in Haverhill.  

Both spaces are managed by MENTA with a physical presence in each location.  Their 

start up spaces offer offices, co-working spaces, conference and training rooms and 

virtual tenancies.  The office spaces offer a reception service, parking, access to 

meeting and conference rooms, communal space,  easy in and out rental terms and 

a fixed rental fee.  There are 20 units within the Bury St Edmunds space and 29 in 

the Haverhill Site, as well as 17 virtual tenancies in Bury St Edmunds and 10 in 

Haverhill.  There are currently two vacant units at Bury St Edmunds, but these are 
being adapted for co-working space and one in Haverhill.  

  

The success and attractiveness of these spaces is the access for start ups in terms of 

size and costs, as well as the community, business support and mix of businesses 

sectors.  The full list of business that utilise these spaces is set out in Appendix B, 

however, across the two sites the following physical tenancies exist in each business 
sector:  

  
 Bury St  Bury St  Haverhill -  Haverhill -  

ONS Categories  Edmunds -  Edmunds  Physical 

 Virtual Physical  - Virtual  
 Construction  3  1  1  1  

Professional, Scientific      
1   2   2   

and 

Technical  

 Information and  
2  4  3  2  

Communication  

 Health  1  1  4    

 Financial and Insurance  3  4       

 Retail  4  3  7  2  

 Arts Entertainment,  
1  1  3  1  

Recreation and Other  

 Accommodation and  
1    1    

Food Service  

Business Administration   
1  1   1  1 

and 

Support  

 Education  1         

 Transport and Storage          1  
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 Property       3    

 Other       1  2  

  

  

7.2  Business Needs  
  

We started by asking if businesses were considering moving premises, and when.  47.5% indicated that 

they are considering moving.  Of this 42.11% in less than 12 months, 21.05% in 1-2 years, 26.32% in 3-5 

years and 10.53% in 5-10 years.  Therefore, of those that indicated a consideration of moving, 89.47% 

are considering this as part of their 5 year business plans.  As there was 52.5% that indicated they had 

no plans to move, we asked why this was.  For many it was because their roles can be undertaken at 

home and premises were not required.  For some they were happy with their current situation, this was 

because they had reasonable rents, the location was good, the premises were adequate and room for 

increases in growth or that they had recently purchased somewhere, and this allowed for growth.  There 

were some that indicated challenges in finding new premises and stated that finance was a challenge 

as well as a lack of affordable small business space near to their home.  A further comment was made 

regarding the need for local flexible co-working space as there was nothing locally.  A key theme in the 

responses is that many used their homes as base and visited clients or ran a virtual/online business and 
therefore working from home was a suitable solution.  

  

We asked where people would like to work.  For this question respondent were able to choose multiple 

answers.  There was much more of an even split between working from home and office as a response, 

with 53.85% of respondents choosing a home or office location.  The data indicated that many chose 

both of these as an option.  17.95% of the respondents stated a warehouse of industrial space.  The 

current location of the businesses indicated that only 5% worked in a warehouse or industrial location 

at present.  Of this 17.95%, 71.43% are currently not based in a warehouse or industrial premises and 

are either working from home or an office.  These businesses had either been in their current location 

for under 12 months or for 5+ years.  We will explore key considerations when moving in more detail, 

but of those that were seeking new warehouse and industrial space they identified geographic location 

and parking as the key considerations.  This was followed closely by improved quality of space and 

improved facilities.  The majority of these business, 71.43%, were currently located in Mid Suffolk.  

  

Respondents were asked to give their key considerations for any future premises, again respondents 

were able to give multiple responses.  The top considerations were parking (60.61%), geographic location 

(54.55%), improved broadband speeds (51.52%), connectivity with other businesses (45.45%) and 

improved quality of space (42.42%).  Other considerations included improved facilities, larger premises, 

being able to network and share experiences and 24 hour access to premises.  Respondents were asked 

if there was anything other considerations, responses included cost of premises, must have 4G and 
vibrant and viable town centres.  

  

When asked what are the barriers to growth, with respondents giving one answer, the top response was 

finance at 23.08%.  28.21% of respondents indicated that they were happy with current size and had no 

desire to grow.  When asked if there were other barriers respondents advised that clients and legislation 

changes, Brexit and downturn in business investment, a need to better at selling larger amounts and an 

individual’s technology skills and availability of time were identified as reasons.  

  

The final question gave respondents the opportunity to give any other comments.  The comments 

received included:  

  

“It would be good to see recognition of the value of home based businesses. We employ 3 people 

locally and provide engineering consultancy to blue chip companies. Our needs are good internet 

connectivity and reliable train services to London, good road network to Airports. Arriving at 
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Stansted in the early evening and finding the route home closed overnight for repairs ie A12 is 

ridiculous.”  

  

“This survey seems to be about finding the right place to work.  Small business estates work 

better when they are local, have flexible business rates, flexibility to move units.  Larger 

industrial units will only appear to same and those are not emerging.  Communal training and 

eating is welcome.”  

  

“As a mobile business sometimes, it would be great to have a small workshop just in case , but 

the overheads are just too much, rent, rate, service, insurance.  On top of what it costs now 

wouldn’t be an option.”  

  

“I should like more support and advice on growth.”  

  

“Help is non excitant on questions like land.”  

  

“With more and more people/businesses working from home I think strong broadband 

connectivity is the top priority. Shared work/meeting spaces for networking are also key.”  

  

One of the comments resonates with the agent insight on mixed sizes and flexibility in business unit 

space.  The sizes of businesses within the district would indicate that smaller units are a preference to 
larger industrial and warehouse spaces, although the surveys also indicated a need for these.  

  

The topic of business rates was mentioned at a number of points in the responses as a barrier and an 

extra cost.  Many of the business units let, due to their size were business rate exempt, and again given 

the sizes of businesses it would indicate that as smaller premises are required rates would not be 

applicable.  There appears to be a misunderstanding of some of the costs that businesses face and that 

one barrier is potentially a myth and doesn’t actually exist.  

  

The requirements on broadband and 4G were again highlighted, but in the context of not just in business 

units, but across the whole district to cover home based businesses.  

  

Transport links are a key consideration, not just within the county but across the East of England and 

into London.  We have seen that in the let and sales data that the hot spots exist around these transport 

links and are a consideration for those investing in speculative builds.  The identified sites in the SHELAA 

offer good transport links, particularly in Mid Suffolk, indicating that development along these routes is 
a strong investment opportunity and a desirable location.  

  

Finally, the need for networks, business support and co-working spaces is required.  Of the businesses 

that indicated a desire for business connectivity, business support, networking and shared experiences 

as a need, they were located across all ages of business, all sectors, location in the district and based 

in home or office locations.  The number of employees were all under 15 where these desires were 
indicated.  

7.3  Summary of Questionnaire Responses  
  

The majority of respondents were home working businesses, irrelevant of age of business, reflects the 
ONS data on the size of businesses in the districts.  It also shows a good spread across the two districts.  

  

One area that didn’t give clear results was the sector analysis.  Whether reviewed under NALEP sector 

groups or ONS data, how businesses identified themselves didn’t fit into neat clear categories.  There 

are some respondents who undertake multiple activities, some that identify in a very narrow field such 

as IT or services, which can cover a whole range of business functions.  As we have identified some areas 

like digital creative sit across a number of sectors.  There may also be an issue where business don’t 

associate their activities with the growth areas of the NALEP sectors.  This was highlighted in the case 
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studies, but also in the simple response of their sector.  This may be restricting these businesses from 
accessing services and support, but also stifling their aspirations for growth.  

  

What was clear is that beyond the well documented needs for better parking and broadband/mobile 

phone connectivity in Suffolk, desires for co-working, connecting with other businesses, business support 

and sharing experiences are an emotional need for business.  This demonstrates that what business want 

goes beyond a physical space.  The case studies highlighted how a vibrancy and community adds to the 

attractiveness of a location, which in turns makes investment more viable.  These networking and hub 

spaces don’t have to be a dedicated space, they work equally as well as café areas where casual 

interactions can occur, whilst also generating revenue.  

  

The limited or lack of co-working and incubator and start up space creates an opportunity to enter a 

market with limited competition, but it has to align with the softer emotional needs of business.  By 

including a response to these needs you start to raise aspirations around growth and development, whilst 

creating a business community adding to the attractiveness to be located in an area, as well as 

investment into further development.  A community is an essential part of a cluster, which brings a 

whole host of benefits.  

     
8.0 Supporting High Growth Enterprises and the Role of Public Sector  

The UK is recognised for its ease to start up a business, this leads to a high number of business start ups 

as well as failures.  However, some of these businesses are created and become high growth enterprises.  
In this section we explore what is the role in public sector in supporting these high growth enterprises.  

  

With the ease of starting up a business, certain businesses will continue to be created and form the 

bedrock of the business landscape.  These occupy traditional sectors and the traditional locations.  Often 

in the mixed use small scale business and industrial sites identified in this report.  The businesses that 

go onto to become high growth businesses are those that are entrepreneurial and are challenging the 

traditional business to achieve something different.  Entrepreneurs use innovation to exploit or create 

change and opportunity for the purpose of making profit.  They do this by shifting economic resources 

from an area of lower productivity into an area of higher productivity and greater yield, accepting a 

degree of risk and uncertainty in doing so (Burns, 2011).  This development brings in the idea of 

innovation and we see a definition that resembles the association between entrepreneurialism and high 
growth enterprises that lead to economic development.  

  

Bolton (1971) explains that entrepreneurs are important to an economic system as they provide a 

productive outlet, add variety to products and services, act as specialist suppliers to larger firms, 

provide competition, they are the breeding ground for new industry and they provide the means for 

entry into business.  It is through this activity that these enterprises contribute to economic activity and 

output, ultimately leading to income revenue through taxation and economic growth.  

  

Apart from the role of ‘market fixing’ and ‘creating conditions’ we also have to accept the public sectors 

role as a lead risk taker.  This role is highlighted through investment in industries such as 

pharmaceuticals.  The two main criticisms of this role is that the public sector doesn’t necessarily see 

the reward associated with the risk taking and when a project fails it is seen to be backing the wrong 

projects.  Where there are failures or the lack of reward the criticism is that this approach is essentially 

business giveaways that make individuals and companies rich (Mazzucato, 2014).    

  

In understanding the role of public sector and the ability for a country to create businesses, it is also 

necessary to understand that as well as business creation there is inevitably business failure.  This failure 

is accepted as part of the process of competition and that not every business will succeed in market 

conditions.  The nature of the business and the lifecycle type will have an impact on failure.  

Understanding that businesses have a lifecycle and that some businesses fail, we establish that there 

needs to be a large pipeline of new businesses entering the market to allow for these factors.  The ONS 

data for the two district supports this large pipeline of business creation and matches the pattern of 

success for the whole country.  
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The entrepreneurial process includes the triggers that lead to creation of a business, such as redundancy, 

opportunity, need for independency, and the influence of personal, sociological, organisational and 

environmental characteristics along this process to growth, this process is set out in Figure 8.1.  

  

Focusing on the implementation and growth stage, set out in Figure 8.1, the sociological and 

environmental influences start to play a part in growth.  The key characteristics are the links that the 

entrepreneur has with their Personal Networks (Sociological) and their Business Networks (Environment).  

Lechner et al (2003) explores the roles of external networks to enable entrepreneurial growth.  Empirical 

research has shown an association between networking, activity and growth (Jarillo, 1989, Chell and 

Bains, 2000, Huggins 2000, as cited by Lechner et al, 2003), Lechner explores these relationships at the 

different development stages.  The basis of this research is that the “liability of newness (Stinchcomb, 

1965) and the liability of smallness (Baum, 1996) constructs assume that a new firm does not have 

sufficient resources.  The strategic use of external resources through inter-firm networks (Lorenzoni and 

Ornati, 1988, Jarillo, 1989) that are often embedded in regions (Lorenzoni, 1992, Lechner and Dowling, 

2000 provide important growth mechanism (Lechner et al, 2003).”  

  

  
Figure 8.1: The Entrepreneurial Process (Bygrave, 2004)  

  

The importance of networks and regions is well understood through the theory of clusters.  The idea of 

the environment of competition, customers and suppliers, Figure 8.1, is fundamental to Porter’s Cluster 

Theory.  A key part of this is “Clusters promote both competition and cooperation.  Rivals compete 

intensely to win and retain customers…Yet there is also cooperation, much of it vertical, involving 

companies in related industries and local institutions. Competition can coexist with cooperation because 

they occur on different dimensions and among different players (Porter, 1998).”  Porter (1998) explores 

clusters for competitive advantage by stating, “What happens inside companies is important, but 

clusters reveal that the immediate business environment outside companies plays a vital role as well.”  

  

So the geographical location and the networks created by entrepreneurs are important in creating 

competitive advantage and growth.  However, the formation of a network is something that has 

significant influences from the sociological and personal characteristics of the entrepreneur, the 

artificial creation of a cluster cannot force these relationships to occur.  It is the personal networks that 

lead to different economic relations and in turn lead to the strategic options of the start-up organisation 

(Ostgard and Birly, 1994, Human and Provan, 1997, as cited by Lechner et al 2003).  Within these 

networks are strong and weak ties (Granovetter, 1973, 1974) and it is these ties that create the 

relationships.  Lechner et al (2003) research identifies that networks don’t happen in a virtual space, 
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business settle because their friends and clusters are here.  There is access to everything and you need 

these resources nearby to compete.  It is these locational factors that support the resources needed for 

a business going from start-up to growth to allow them to deal with peaks and troughs.  Therefore, the 

personal relationships of the entrepreneur are important for the business relationships (Johannisson, 

1998) particularly as the business moves through development stages.  These networks change from 

reputational networks (start-up), co-opetition networks, marketing networks and knowledge, 

technology and innovation networks (Lechner et al, 2003).  This mix of networks changes through the 

development of the organisation, but it is this mix that supports the growth of the business.  

  

Knowledge, innovation and technology networks become important drivers for success.  Building on the 

ideas of strong and weak ties and the idea of a variety of knowledge formed from these ties 

(Granovetter, 1985) we can explore creating spaces for knowledge sharing.  Nonaka and Konno, (1998) 

explore the idea of creating a knowledge space where “This space can be physical (e.g. office, dispersed 

business space), virtual (e.g. e-mail, teleconference), mental (e.g. shared experiences ideas, ideals), 

or any combination of them”.  This concept fits in with the idea of open source and collaboration to 

create knowledge, something that aligns with where technology currently sits and is an area of growth.  

Nonaka and Konno, (1998) further explore that “knowledge creation is a spiraling process of interactions 
between explicit and tacit knowledge”.  

  

Therefore, by understanding the needs of high growth businesses to create networks, and the link 

between knowledge sharing through locational factors, we start to formulate a concept for public sector 

support for the creation of knowledge sharing spaces.  However, the challenge is, how is this is 

implemented so that the support is efficiently delivering high growth businesses and also takes 

advantage of organically created networks, rather than artificially forced clusters.  

  

Referring back to Figure 8.1, and the environmental characteristics for the implementation and growth 

stages, there is a desire from businesses for support and advice, through external resources.  The created 

networks provide access to this advice and support.  As well as creating a knowledge space, the access 

to tacit knowledge needs to be in the form of not only organisation, sharing ideas to create value, but 

also access to support information.  Referring back to the research of Lechner et al (2003, 2006) there 

is the concept of the relational mix of networks.  These are networks that develop depending on the 
development phase of the organisation, summarised as follows:  

  

• Social Networks:  Relationships with other firms based on strong personal relationships with 

individuals such as friends, relatives, long standing colleagues that become friends before 
foundation and so forth;  

• Reputational Networks: made up of partner firms that are market leaders, or highly regarded 

firms or individuals, and where one of the main objectives in entering into this relationship is to 

increase the entrepreneurial credibility;  

• Marketing Information Networks: relationships that allow for the flow of market information 

through distinct relationships with other individuals/firms;  

• Co-opetition Networks: relationships with direct competitors;  

• Co-operative Technology Networks: technology alliances involving joint technology 

development of innovation projects  

  

An organisations inability to change and develop these networks leads to a growth barrier (Lechner et 

al, 2006).  

  

The investment from public sector can come in many forms from seed funding the creation of space to 

foster and provide business support services.  The local authorities have the benefit of the regional 

knowledge and local expertise, but they are not always best placed to be the ‘face’ of the support.  This 

support also needs to be in an open free market to test the enterprise and winnow out bad ideas (Burns, 

2008).  One example of this is Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI).  SBRI, based on the US SBIR 

model, connects public sector challenges with industry to create innovative ideas and solutions (SBRI, 

2015).  Achieved through a competition process, with ideas submitted to SBRI and if successful funding 
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awarded.  This approach works by the public sector identifying a need, and the private sector delivering 
innovative solutions, but is limited to public sector problems.    

  

Government backed schemes like the US SBIR model, are accredited to the success of silicon valley and 

in particular Apple.  Mazzucato (2014) explores the idea that Apple owes a large amount of its success 

to investment and innovation in public sector projects, with 12 Government funded major technologies 
being identified as being enablers or differentiators for the ipod, iphone and ipad:  

  

• Microprocessors or central processing units (CPU)  

• Dynamic random access memory (DRAM)  

• Micro hard drive storage or hard drive disks (HDD)  

• LCD’s  

• lithium-polymer and lithium-ion batteries  

• digital signal processing (DSP) based on advancement of fast fourier transform (FFT) • the 

internet  

• hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and hypertext markup language (HTML)  

• cellular technology and networks  

• global positioning systems (GPS)  

• click wheel navigation  

• artificial intelligent with voice interface – SIRI  

  

This excludes any early equity investment that they also received.  

  

It was Apples capabilities to a) recognise emerging technologies with great potential, b) apply complex 

engineering skills and integration of technology, c) a clear vision prioritising design-orientated products 

that drove their global position (Mazzucato, 2014).  The link with public sector becomes important for 

identifying a need, but the entrepreneurial innovation is required to adapt and commercialise these 
innovations beyond the public sector need.  

  

How does this investment lead to economic growth for the public sector?  It is necessary to explore 
this wider than just a repayment through tax revenues.  The ability to disturb a market is what leads 
to the competitive advantage of an economy.  Through creating knowledge based innovation the 
districts can sustain this competitive advantage and deliver economic growth.  
  

By creating knowledge and innovation to be supported in these spaces, start-up businesses can be 

supported to drive high growth, knowledge creation, and as these business develop their networks needs 

will develop within the space.  The relational mix of networks will evolve to suit the various stages of 

the range of businesses, whilst creating regional clusters.  The growth of these regional knowledge 

clusters will then create competitive advantage and market changes, delivering economic growth.  It is 

this economic growth that will lead to tax revenue and value to regions, bringing a return on the original 
investment.  
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9.0 SWOT Analysis  

Combining all of the analysis we can undertake an overview of the strength and weaknesses and how 

these lead into opportunities and threats.  This analysis takes the two districts as a whole, but as we 

have identified there are some nuances between each of the districts, therefore we will indicate where 
this is the case for one district only.  

9.1  Strengths  
  

The access to the transport network is good across the two counties, particularly within Mid Suffolk with 

many of the key areas linked to the A14.  

  

There are a number of new and emerging businesses, as well as established businesses showing a 

diversity of business types and sectors.  The size and number of employee matches with the national 

statistics suggesting a healthy business scene with good survival rates. There is a high representation of 

service and professional/technical businesses who need home working and small office spaces, coupled 

with business support.  There is also a high number of self-employed style business, again with these 

same needs.  

  

The future of working is identified as agile and flexible, with home working becoming an ever increasing 

option, no matter the size of the organisation to which people belong.  The sample surveyed 

demonstrated this tendency towards home working.  However, with this they also felt the need for 

coworking and knowledge sharing/networking spaces, addressing the known issues around isolation and 
loan working, but presenting opportunities for collaboration and growth.  

  

There are a number of sites allocated for employment land and development and these are located in 

the key areas where business are currently located or wish to be located.  However, many of these are 

large scale sites and concentrated in small areas.  Smaller sites need to be identified and quickly bought 
to market to address the desire for flexible small spaces.  

  

Businesses are showing a desire to want to expand and grow, with an appetite to relocate to new 

premises, however, to facilitate and stimulate this some of the barriers and myths around finance and 
rates need to be investigated.  

  

The districts are known to have a good business support network, with organisations such as Suffolk 

Chamber, Growth Hubs, Menta and NWES offering support.  These established organisations are ideally 

placed to give the support required to assist growth.  However, their physical presence in start-up spaces 
is limited in the two districts, compared to across the whole of Suffolk.  

9.2  Weaknesses  
  

Whilst the transport links are strong, they appear to be under utilised along the A12.  The area between 

Colchester and Ipswich has few existing developments, where these exist they are fully let.  With more 

housing identified in these areas the need for work spaces will continue to expand.  

  

The increasing desire for home working and agile working brings with it a need for hot desking and 

collaboration spaces.  Across the two districts there is only one space identified that offers this and this 

appears to be underutilised and surrounded by a number of perceived barriers to access the space.  

  

There have been very few speculative developments across the districts since 2007, with only some 

activity starting to appear in Mid Suffolk area.  Where this has occurred, the space has generally been 

in the desirable 1000-3000 sq. ft bracket and has been leased with relative ease.  This reflects the 

indication that there is insufficient availability of good quality space.  It was suggested in the agents 
interviews that this existed across all types of units and all key locations.  
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The proximity to other towns, such as Bury St Edmunds and Ipswich have an influence on business 

locations and given the comparable rental rates in these areas, if space became available there is the 

risk that business would migrate here.  

  

The build costs versus income generated very often doesn’t stack up to make investment a viable option.  

This has resulted in little development.  Whilst sites have been identified this barrier will prevent 

developments happening in these areas without some form of assistance to increase the viability.  The 

increasing land values adds a greater risk to this and therefore the preference is to develop as residential 

land to increase the return on investment.  If a strong case can be given for residential development 

then there is a risk that more of the identified employment land will actually be used for housing.  Many 

of the identified employment sites are taking a long time to come to fruition, if at all, this adds greater 

pressure for these to be considered as residential land allocations.  

  

Broadband and 4G were shown to be an issue for businesses.  This is across home and business locations.  

This is an essential requirement for business, especially in the home working environment and needs to 
be considered across the whole of the district not just the main town locations.  

9.3  Opportunities  
  

With the NALEP growth sectors like digital creative hidden in more traditional descriptions of sector 

types, there is the opportunity to raise aspirations and help these business grow and  innovate.  The 

good transport links also offer the opportunity to draw in businesses.  However, there are no strong 

established clusters of businesses to entice businesses to locations like Stowmarket, under the benefits 

that clusters bring to a sector.  However, there is a demonstrated success of small start-up businesses 

and therefore there is the opportunity to support home grown talent in these growth sectors.  Cluster 

are often formed from spin offs from larger organisation, such as Innovation Martlesham, Adastral Park 

and BT, or Lotus and Hethel Engineering Centre.  There are other large anchor employers in Babergh 

and Mid Suffolk, initiatives could be explored with these businesses to help foster R&D, collaboration 
and innovation and create new clusters around manufacturing, logistics, agriculture and construction.  

  

There is a desire for businesses to be able to network and knowledge share, but a lack of space to 

facilitate this.  Knowledge sharing and collaboration spaces have a proven track record for supporting 

high growth enterprises, but they often require support from public sector to initiate these.  Agent 

interviews identified that other districts have demonstrated that investment can facilitate this growth, 

therefore why shouldn’t Babergh and Mid Suffolk do the same.  

  

The lack of co-working and hot desk space presents little competition if a new space was created.  These 

need to be created with a community feel that offers networking and business support to aid growth to 
a business.  The high service sector and home working nature of businesses supports this need.  

  

Mixed small business estates appear to be popular, allowing people to graduate through different sizes 

of premise and with flexible terms.  The agents indicated that this flexibility adds to the attractiveness 

to those letting as well as those developing as it ensures a high occupancy rate and less void periods.  

There is also the opportunity to mix the type of business uses within these areas, so that it extends 

beyond classes B1,B2 and B8, to include A classes such as retail, professional services and food outlets.  

Thriving existing business centres have shown to be a mix of business types and sizes.  These support 

very traditional business models and give the stability required for private investment.  

  

For many businesses the geographical location is driven by costs, transport links, broadband and parking, 

all within a good quality premise.  The districts offer the transport links and the space for sufficient 

parking.  The broadband and network coverage is variable across the districts which acts as a threat, 

but if these issues are addressed the locations of Babergh and in particular Mid Suffolk have proved and 

should prove to be a popular location.  With under utilised areas, such as the A12, as well as established 

centres there are many opportunities for the provision of work spaces.  the expansion of housing presents 

a further opportunity to link the proposed locations to new housing to enhance the work/life balance 

that these two districts offer.  
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There is an established network of small home based businesses.  With homeworking on the increase 

and encouraged by more agile and flexible working, there is the opportunity to showcase the cultural 

and work/life balance that the districts offer.  This balance means that offering a wider portfolio of 

wants and needs focused not only around the business space, but the life outside of work, creates a 

more rounded offering for larger employers to locate to an area with the wellness of staff at heart of 
the decision making process.    

  

Good strategic transport links support the transport and logistics sector, something that has a lower 

representation than the Suffolk average.  This could be a target area for growth, along with 

manufacturing, avoiding conflict with other existing and established initiatives, such as the Cambridge 
Norwich Tech Corridor.  

9.4  Threats  
  

Entrepreneurial spaces offer the co-working and networking identified as a requirement by businesses, 

however, to make these successful they require high levels of management and increased overheads.  

Without this support and additional costs, they can lack the vibrancy to encourage business to network 
and connect, as well as the desire to be located in these spaces.  

  

The proximity to other towns means that a new development could see people move to these spaces, 

this is especially given that they have the same transport links and rental rates.  There was the desire 
to be based in Suffolk, but not that it must be Babergh or Mid Suffolk.  

  

The number of existing low grade premises is being rented at present as there is limited choice.  As new 

units become available there is the likelihood that businesses will move to these locations, which could 

free up these spaces, but this could leave behind a range of vacant sites that aren’t desired by business, 
particularly if they lack suitable parking and broadband availability.  

  

There are a number of anchor employers that sit within some of the key business centres of Stowmarket, 

Sudbury and Hadleigh.  If these businesses relocate this has an impact on smaller business around these 

sites who often form part of the supply chain, but also the desirability of an area.  Therefore, as well 

as considering the need for new spaces and business, relationships and support to anchor employers is 

required.    

  

Should any of these anchor employers relocate their current location would become available for 

development.  It cannot be assumed that this will be retained as employment space, and often the large 

scale of these sites doesn’t suit the needs of the remaining businesses.  Therefore, there is often a need 

to redevelop and for prime town sites, viability often means that residential development is the first 
choice.  

  

Whilst build costs and land values remain high the viability of new build premises remains low and high 

risk for speculative development.  The cheaper builds of industrial sheds are the more attractive of 

developments, but this doesn’t necessarily meet the needs of small businesses requiring office premises 

or smaller workshops to allow the progression from home based businesses.  

  

There are other initiatives that exist across the New Anglia LEP region to encourage economic growth, 

such as the Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor.  Strategic planning, collaboration and partnerships across 

a number of districts and counties, means these areas are acting in synergy to increase the opportunities 

for investment across this space, particularly in the technology sector.  This means that there is 

competition to attract the same types of businesses, but a more established and robust offering in this 

Cambridge/Norwich area.  These are established clusters and where clusters do exist in the region, such 

as Adastral Park, there is already a strong brand and market attractiveness.  Given the established 

nature of these it is difficult to compete, especially when there are few businesses already existing in 

these areas and you would have to create the demand.  The discussion should be whether to tap into 

these established initiatives, identify a different collaboration, such as Adastral Park and an A14 
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corridor, or for some new initiative for Babergh and Mid Suffolk, such as manufacturing, logistics and 
transport.  

    

10.0 Summary   

Across the two districts there is a pattern of insufficient space and this is causing businesses to settle in 

locations and premises that aren’t quite ideal.  When new developments are coming to the market they 

are quickly being taken up.  This appears to be up to a size of 4000 sq. ft. and suits the predominately 

SME make-up of the business landscape across the two districts.  The lack of premises exists across 

Suffolk and therefore when spaces in towns like Ipswich and Bury St Edmunds offer new and high quality 

space, businesses are drawn to these locations.  Especially where parking and broadband issues are 

addressed.  

  

The high number of micro businesses and self-employed means that home working is a popular choice 

along with small office space.  These micro businesses exist across all business sectors and irrespective 

of sector they indicated a need for co-working and networking spaces to allow interaction with other 

business, as well as business support.  It was identified that these spaces are suited to being within a 

larger setting where there is the ability to grow into different types of business space as well as access 

different services.  This type of arrangement create a vibrance and attractiveness to business that want 

to be located here, but it also offers fewer void periods making it attractive to investors.  These spaces 

should not just be restricted to the traditional B Classes, but should include A Classes, so that retail, 

professional services and food and drink are incorporated into the business mix.  The low provision of 

start-up business space incorporating business support and co-working space provides an excellent 

opportunity to support the SME businesses, especially with an increasing desire to work within home or 

smaller office based locations.  

  

Where businesses are within the growth sectors there needs to be work around the aspirations of these 

businesses to help identify not only hat hey sit within a growth sector, but also the opportunities that 

exist.  This can be through access to specialised support and financing, but also the co-working and 

knowledge sharing to foster collaboration and high growth activities.  

  

Where support is offered this should not be under an obvious public sector branding or control.  This 

creates a perceived barrier to business, often that these spaces aren’t open for everyone to access and 

operate within restricted timeframes.  Any support should be hidden and seen to be outside of public 

sector influence and control.  

  

The increasing pressure for more housing is shrinking the availability of land for employment spaces.  

The increased land values coupled with build costs mean that the viability of commercial projects is 

low.  This means that were sites have been identified they aren’t coming to fruition and adding to the 

argument that these should be housing land.  The increased housing allocation doesn’t link to the 

economic need for jobs to support those within the new houses.  The culture and environment of Suffolk 

offers a great balance between work and leisure, which is often the attractiveness for many to relocate 
to the area, however, housing and employment have to be considered as a symbiotic relationship.  

    

11.0 Conclusions  

11.1 Incubator Space   
  

• There is demand and supply shortfall for incubator space (up to 1,500 sq. ft) – this can be used 
as office, service, trade counter, retail space.  

• Small companies want to rent not buy, to give them hat flexibility in the early stages of their 
business.  

• These businesses are looking for leases that have easy in and out terms, rather than longer 
commitments.  

• New build investment costs for incubator space are high and, because of high churn, the security 

of rental income means commercial investment is seen as high risk.  
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• As a consequence, there is a shortage of supply.  Developments are often in sub-optimal locations 
such as rural farm / barn conversions.  

• Incubator space may need light touch public sector support.  

• Preferable locations are on town outskirts where there are better services and amenities.  

• A business community giving the opportunity to collaborate, network and share experiences and 

knowledge is an important part of the early stages of these businesses and the relationships they 

form.  

11.2 Grow on Space   
  

• Definite demand for 1,500 – 4,000 ft grow on space .  

• Demand can be for various configurations, office, light industrial, warehouse, combined etc. but 
you absolutely can’t be prescriptive from the outset.  

• Ease of moving is important for growth businesses – ideally there is capacity or size flexibility for 
churn within a given location.  

• The emotional desire to be part of a business community still exists and the relationships it 
creates.  This is particularly important for high growth enteprises.  

11.3 Industry Sectors   
  

• The ONS sector groups are restrictive and often don’t align with how businesses see themselves.  

High growth NALEP sectors often sit across a number of other sectors.  Opportunities exist to 

foster and raise aspirations to help business reach full potential and also access some dedicated 

support.  

• High proportion of service businesses (B2B and B2C).  Lots of home working driven by individuals 

in Suffolk prioritising quality of life.  

• However, this is not to say that these businesses don’t have the ability to be high growth.  

• Working from home can be lonely and limiting so there is demand for people to go to work in 

communities / business villages –  co-working space may be an option.  

• BUT – spaces have to be vibrant – with a range of businesses, services, café’s etc. on hand.  These 

spaces can also be income generating.  

• Ideal locations are on outskirts of population centres with good access, car parking, broadband, 

mobile signal etc.    Locations should also be linked to areas of future housing growth, such as 
Hadleigh, Sproughton, Stowupland, Sudbury (and surrounding areas) and Stowmarket.  

• Diverse range of businesses on site is a good thing – so that businesses have a range of services 
on hand (accounting /legal/café /web design/), as well as connecting with other businesses.  

• Examples of good range of business types and vibrant communities are Masterlord in Ipswich and 

Menta in Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds.  These support traditional sectors.  

• New developments should include A1, A2, B1, B2, B8.  

• Beware high cost vanity projects that may be difficult to fill with tenants.  

11.4 Babergh vs Mid Suffolk   
  

• The sector breakdown and needs of business at high level are broadly the same.  

• There has been more small scale speculative development in Mid Suffolk.  

• The identified land supply is smaller parcel of land in Mid Suffolk compared to larger fewer sites 

in Babergh.  These are all under pressure from residential development which is eroding the size 

and number of economic sites identified.  Housing development and economic land development 

need to be considered in tandem and optimise on the desire for quality of life for businesses in 

Suffolk.  

• Existing sales and lets are more spread over the county in Babergh.  In Mid Suffolk they are more 

concentrated around transport links and larger conurbations.  However, all sites generally have 
good transport links and the infrastructure to expand development.  
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Appendix A – Business Questionnaire   

Copy of Questions forming part of the business questionnaire  
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Intro:  

  

We are conducting a survey to identify the existing and future needs of business premises in the Babergh 

and Mid Suffolk areas.  To understand business needs for new emerging and existing business we would 

like to receive feedback as to where you currently operate and your future needs in order to maintain 

and stimulate your business growth.   

  

As partners, we value the opinions of local businesses, so the questionnaire has been forwarded to a 

broad, varied and diverse range of businesses within Babergh and Mid Suffolk, representing a true 

representational cross section of the business community within these areas.  

  

If you wish to take part in this consultation, please complete the questionnaire, it should take no longer 

than 5 minutes.   

  

If, having taken part in the consultation, you would like to withdraw your response from the survey at 

any point, please feel free to contact us.    

  

All returned questionnaires will be confidential and anonymous; however, all information received will 
be used as part of data analysis.  

  

Qu 1:  

  

Are you currently operating in either Mid Suffolk or Babergh?  

  

Mid Suffolk  

Babergh  

Neither  

  

Qu 2:  

  

Where do you work from?  

Home  

Office  

Storage Facility  

Warehouse/Industrial  

Co Working Space/Hot Desk  

  

Qu 3:  

  

Do you have more than one office?  

No  

Yes  

If yes please add where….  

  

Qu 4:  

  

If you have more than one office where is it or where are they located?  

  

Hadleigh  

Sudbury  

Outskirts Ipswich  

Eye  

Debenham  

Stowmarket  

Needham Market  
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Other (free text box)  

  

  

  

Qu 5:  

  

How long have you been at this location?  

  

Less than 12 months  

1-2 years  

3-5 years  

5+ years  

  

Qu 6:  

  

What sector do you work in?  

  

Digital Creative ICT  

Energy  

Life Sciences  

Advanced Manufacturing  

Construction and Development  

Ports and Logistics  

Financial Services and Insurance  

Visitors and Tourism Economy  

Agricultural Food and Drink  

Health and Social Care  

Other (Free text box)  

  

Qu 7:  

  

What is your business structure?  

Sole trader  

Limited (LTD or LLP)  

CIC  

Charity  

Other  

  

Qu 8:  

  

Are you part of a larger organisation?  

Yes   

No  

  

Qu 9:  

  

How Many People do you employ?  

  

0-5 Employees  

6-15 Employees  

16 – 30 Employees  

31 – 100 Employees  

Over 100 Employees  
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Qu 10:  

  

How long has your business been established?  

Less than 12 months  

1-2 years  

3-5 years  

5-10 years  

10+ years  

  

  

Qu 11:  

  

What areas do you currently trade in?  

Suffolk  

East of England  

England  

United Kingdom  

Europe  

Globally  

  

Qu 12:  

  

Are you considering moving premises within the next?  

Less than 12 months  

1-2 years  

3-5 years  

5-10 years  

  

Qu 13:  

  

No plans to move to move the business, please tell us why you have no plans to move:  

  

Qu 14:  

  

Where would you like to work from (tick all that apply)  

  

Home  

Office  

Storage Facility  

Warehouse/Industrial  

Co Working Space/Hot Desk  

  

Qu 15:  

  

What are your key considerations from your future business premises (tick all that apply)?  

  

• Improved quality of space  

• Improved facilities  

• Improved broadband speeds  

• Geographic location  

• Parking  

• Larger Premises  

• Smaller Premises  

• Storage/Warehouse Facilities  
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• Improved transport  

• Better business support e.g., mentoring, training, business advice  

• Connectivity with other businesses  

• 24 hour access to premises  

• Working alongside like-minded businesses  

• Being able to network and share experiences  

• Other (please add in box below)  

  

Qu 16:   

  

If you answered Other to the previous question – please explain more here:  

  

Qu 17:  

What are the barriers to growing your business?  

  

• Business support  

• Recruitment of trained staff  

• Ability to identify employees with the skills available  

• Finance  

• Premises  

• Location  

• Transportation  

• Access to Skills/Trained Employees   

• Business Rates  

• Happy with current size/no desire to grow  

• Other (please add your comments below)  

  

Qu 18:  

  

If you selected Other to the previous Question, please add your comments here:  

  

Qu 19:  

  

Please add any other comments that you feel will aid our research:  
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Appendix B – MENTA Tenants (Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill)   

List of physical and virtual tenancies across the two MENTA sites.  

  

Vision Centre – Bury St Edmunds  Sector Category  

Unit 2  Subway Anglia  Accommodation and food service   

Unit 3  Total Locker Service  Construction  

Unit 4  MENTA  
Business administration & support 

services  

Unit 5  Exhibition Shop  Retail  

Unit 6  EMPTY     

Unit 7  
Smart Bookkeeping 

Services Ltd  
Financial & Insurance  

Unit 8  Tech CADCAM Ltd  Information and communication  

Unit 9  Protelus / Pace  
Professional, scientific & 

technical  

Unit 10  Smart Green Ltd  Retail  

Unit 11  Anglia Care Trust  Health  

Unit 12  HIT Training taking over  Education  

Unit 13  Undercover Glamour Ltd  Retail  

Unit 14  LAMILUX UK Ltd  Construction  

Unit 15  Apex Television  
Arts, entertainment, recreation & 

other services   

Unit 16  Sodastream   Retail  

Unit 17  GBS  Construction  

Unit 18  SMI Ltd  Information and communication  

Unit 19  EMPTY     

Unit 21  
Quove – More Than 

Accounts  
Financial & Insurance  

Unit 22  
Oyster Wealth 

Management  
Financial & Insurance  

Virtual Tenancies – Vision Centre  

CAS Smith Consultancy  
Professional, scientific & 

technical  

LAC Fire Protection  Construction  

Elephant Kiosks  Information and communication  

Suffolk Psychotherapy  Health  

Stephen Rout  Financial & Insurance  

Five Six Blue  Retail  

Affinity Communication Systems  Information and communication  

First Shield UK  Information and communication  

Howser Technology  
Professional, scientific & 

technical  

Bury Wholefoods  Retail  

Hayward Accountancy (1)  Financial & Insurance  

Nuvanti Ltd  
Business administration & support 

services  

TT International  
Arts, entertainment, recreation & 

other services   

West March Systems  Information and communication  

HFC  Retail  
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Stowmarket Mortgage Centre  Financial & Insurance  

Hayward Accountancy (2)  Financial & Insurance  

    
Haverhill  Sector Category  

Units 1& 2  
Huffers  Accommodation and food service   

Unit 3  ACP Group  Retail  

Unit 4  Mendmyi  Information and communication  

Unit 5  OS Comms  Information and communication  

Unit 6  DW Electrical  Construction  

Unit 7  Mendmyi   Information and communication  

Unit 8  Ella’s Nails  Retail  

Unit 9  Oaklands Care Ltd  Health  

Unit 10  Empty     

Unit 11  Prokill Suffolk West  Property  

Unit 12  Awebox Ltd  Retail  

Unit 13  ESS Ltd  Property  

Unit 14  Snobby Eddy Crafts  
Arts, entertainment, recreation & 

other services   

Unit 15  KRANS Ltd  
Professional, scientific & 

technical  

Unit 16  Snobby Eddy Crafts  Retail  

Unit 17  1st Traveller  Retail  

Unit 18  
Permanent Make up By 

Hannah  
Health  

Unit 19  URIES MTA  Health  

Unit 20  Nailove  Retail  

Unit 21  Colpart / Cleanforce  Property  

Unit 22  MTA Healthcare  Health  

Unit 23  All Digital Solutions  
Business administration & support 

services  

Unit 24  TRS Service Ltd  Other  

Unit 25  DS Rooms  
Arts, entertainment, recreation & 

other services   

Unit 26  DS Rooms  
Arts, entertainment, recreation & 

other services   

Unit 27  
Camtech PCB Design and 

Service  
Professional, scientific & 

technical  

Unit 28  
Matthew J. Bramwell 

Blinds & Curtains  
Retail  

Virtual Tenancies - Haverhill  

Anderson Yates  Information and communication  

Digital Media 2  Information and communication  

EPM Ltd  
Business administration & support 

services  

Indica Portal  Other  

MTS Install  Transport & storage   

Two Cats Crafts  Retail  

Digital Rhapsody  
Professional, scientific & 

technical  
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TT International  
Arts, entertainment, recreation & 

other services   

Kevin Anstey  Other  

Wellness & Beauty  Retail  

  

  


